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EVALUATION OF PUBLISHED CRITERIA FOR 
IDENTIFYING METAMORPHIC ROCKS ON AIR PHOTOS: 

TWO CASE STUDIES IN THE NORTHEASTERN UNITED ST ATES 

INTRODUCTION 

Various digital terrain data bases (DLMS, PTADB, TT ADB, etc.) require dif
ferent levels of rock type information. In order to provide such information via air photo 
interpretation procedures, it is necessary to discover and evaluate pattern element in
dicators of the rock systems, e.g. igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic, as well as of 
the specific rock types within these systems. Furthermore, such indicators are needed 
before knowledge-based systems can be developed as part of interactive analysis systems 
for identifying rock material on imagery. At present, identifying metamorphic rocks 
by air photo interpretation procedures is very difficult and there are few, if any, reliable 
indicators for consistently separating metamorphic from igneous and sedimentary rocks, 
much less for identifying specific metamorphic rock types. This study is directed toward 
developing such indicators for metamorphic rocks. 

Criteria for identifying some types of metamorphic rocks on air photos, gneiss, 
schist, slate, serpentine, and marble, have been published by Belcher and others (1951 ), 
von Bandat (1962), and Way (1973). These criteria, shown in table l, have never been 
systematically evaluated to determine how well they work as predictive tools. The pur-

_pose-0Lthis-researchisJherefore-10begin1o systematically evmuate the published criteria 
for identifying metamorphic rocks on air photos, to determine their usefulness and/or 
accuracy, and to develop new and better criteria if needed. Two areas of varying meta
morphic grade and lithology in the Northeastern United States were selected for this 
initial attempt (figure 1 ). The first area, near Rutland, Vermont, consists of slates and 
phyllites, rocks of low metamorphic grade. The second area, centered on West Point, 
New York, consists of higher grade metamorphic rocks, primarily gneisses. The meta
morphism in both areas is regional, and both areas have undergone continental glaciation. 
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Rock Type 

Gneiss 

TABLE 1. Published criteria for identifying metamorphic rocks on air photos 

Landform 

Steep, sharp-crested ridges 
and hills (b, v, w)*; ridge 
crests may be rounded where 
glaciated (w) 

Knobby, rounded hills (v) 
Highly dissected (b) 
Rugged topography (w) 
Slopes generally too steep 

for cultivation (b, w) 
Often nearly parallel, low 

ridges and shallow de
pressions formed by 
differential erosion along 
bands or foliation (v) 

Erodes uniformly (v) 
Very similar to granite 
landforms (b, v, w) 

Drainage 

Plan 

Distinct, angular dendritic 
(b, v, w) ,- can be modi
fied to trellis by parallel
ism of ridges and shallow 
depressio,ns (b) 

Intersections at nearly 
right angles (b) 

Abrupt beµds (uncommon 
in other rocks of similar 
pattern) (b) 

Drainage lfnes gently 
curved(~:) 

Well-develpped, dense 
(b) to widely spaced 
(v) 

Fine to miedium texture 
(w) 

Princerlikr headwater 
areas (v) 

Cross Section 
and Gradient 

U-shaped cross sec
tions (w) 

Photo 
Tone 

Light tone pre
dominates (v, 
b, w) 

No mottling or 
banding (b) 

Often obscured by 
by heavy tree 
cover(b) 

Photo 
Texture 

Knobby (v) 
Rounded (v) 



TABLE 1. Published criteria for identifying metamorphic rocks on air photos (Continued) 

Rock Type Landfonn 

Schist Low ridges, shallow de-
pressions (v, w); riges may 
razor sharp where glaciated 
or in arid regions (v) 

Ridges steep-sided in humid 
climates (v, w) 

Smooth, rounded hilltops 
(b, v, w) 

Undulating terrain (v, w) 
Rugged topography, more 

or less rough (b, v) 
Minutely dissected (b) 
Steep attitude characteristic 

(v) 
Convex slopes (v) 
Slopes steepest at bases of 

hills (b) 
Moderate relief where 

glaciated (b) 
Banding scattered and 

irregular or absent (b) 
Moderately susceptible to 

erosion and weathering (v) 

Drainage 

Plan 

Angular dendfi.tic (v) 
to rectangul;u (b) 

Closely-space•~, parallel 
qullies (b, w) 

Gullies have few 
branches (v, w) 

Well-integrat~d (b) 
Fine to medium texture 
(w) 

Structural cortrol com
mon (v) 

Cross Section 
and Gradient 

U-shaped cross sec
tions (w) 

Long, steep grad
ients (b, w) 

Photo 
Tone 

Light, uniform 
grey (b, w) 

Gullies dark
toned (w) 

Photo 
Texture 

Smooth (b) 



--

TABLE 1. Published criteria for identifying metamorphic rocks on air photos (Continued) 

Drainage 

Rock Type Landfonn Plan 

Slate 

Serpen
tine 

Parallel ridge and valleys 
( w); small rounded hills 
(v), sharp ridges (w) 

Hills all about the same 
height (b, v, w) 

Rugged topography (b, v, w) 
Very steep slopes (b, v, w) 
Relief constant throughout 

area (b) 

Tight rectan~ular (b, 
w, v) 

Gullies generally paral
lel and short (b, v, w) 

Fine texture: (w) 

. Highly eroded (b) 
Well-developed jointing (b) 
Sharp, irregular linear boundary 

or narrow tr,ansitional band (b) 

Long winding ridges con
necting elongated conical 
hills in large exposures; 
smoothly rounded hills 
with convex slopes in 
small exposures (b, v) 

Occurs as roundish or 
olenticular bodies (b, v) 
with smoothly curving, 
scalloped outlines (v) 

Straight, radial gullies 
around s~all expo
sures (b, v) 

Dendritic in large ex
posures (b

1
, v) 

Numerous, short gullies 
(b, v) 

Widely spaces (b, v) 

Cross Section 
and Gradient 

Deep, steep-sided 
gullies with steep 
gradients (b) 

Steep gradients 
(b, v) 

Photo 
Tone 

Varies, but 
generally light 
uniform grey 
(b, v, w) 

Photo 
Texture 

Dull, medium Smooth (b) 
grey (b, v) 

Light tone 
where vegetation 
is sparse (b) 



-w 

Rock Type 

Marble 

TABLE 1. Published criteria for identifying metamorphic rocks on air photos (Continued) 

Landfonn 

Often forms low terrain with 
valleys when associated with 
rocks of greater resistance (v) 

Erodes uniformly (v) and easily 
weathered (b, v) 

Landslides common (b) 
Bare outcrop common; vegeta

tion usually absent or sparse 
(b, v) 

Forms lowlands and valleys (w) 
Massive, with smooth, rounded 

forms (v) 
• I 

Sinkholes may occur (b) 
Easily weathered (w) 

Plan 

Drainage 

Cross Section 
and Gradient 

Photo 
Tone 

Light to dark 
grey, similar 
to limestone 
(v) 

Photo 
Texture 

*b = Belcher, and others, 1951 
v von Bandat, 1962 
w = Way, 1973 
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PROCEDURES 

Each of the study areas was evaluated on the air photos in terms of its landform, 
drainage, photo tone, and photo texture characteristics. These pattern elements were 
selected because they form the basis for the published identification criteria and because 
they have proved most effective in identifying other types of rocks on air photos (Ehlen, 
1981 and unpublished data). The specific photo analysis procedures used are described in 
Frost and others (1953), Rinker and Frost (1981 ), and Rinker and Corl (in preparation). 
Evaluation of the photo analyses and verification processes and the pattern element 
descriptions for the mapping units in each area are in the appendixes (A. Vermont, 
B. West Point, New York). One photo analysis was done in the Vermont area and three 
were done in the West Point area. 

The pattern element descriptions for the photo mapping units were compared to 
the published criteria of table 1 to determine the most likely rock name for each map
ping unit. Each pattern element was compared directly to its published counterpart, 
e.g. landform to landform, drainage-plan to drainage-plan, and the most likely rock name 
was selected for each pattern element. Occasionally the pattern element descriptions for 
the photo mapping units were equally similar to the published criteria for two or more 
rock types. In these cases, both names were selected. The rock name or names that 
occurred most frequently as pattern element names were selected as the most likely rock 
name for the mapping unit as a whole. After a rock name was selected by using the 
published criteria, geologic maps and field reconnaissance data were used to verify the 
rock name selected. Thin sections of the rocks in both areas were obtained for petro
graphic analysis to assist in the verification process. 

15 



RESULTS 

A summary of the results of this study by area and photo analysis is shown in 
table 2. This table illustrates the accuracies of the predictions that could be verified by 
geologic map and/or field data. Tables 3 through 6 show the pattern element rock 
names and the predicted rock names based on the published criteria, and the name 
from the geologic map(s). Tables 3, 5, and 6 show, in columns l through 5, the rock 
names chosen by comparing individual pattern element descriptions for the photo map
ping units to the corresponding descriptions in the published criteria, e.g. landform to 
landform; the predicted names based on the published criteria for each mapping unit are 
shown in column 6; and the rock names from the geologic maps are shown in column 7. 
In table 3, columns l through 4 show the pattern element rock names; column 5, the 
predicted rock names; and column 6, the names from the geologic maps. 

TABLE 2. Accuracies of rock type predictions 

Number of Percent Percent Percent 
Area/ Analysis Predictions Correct* Marginal** Wrong 

Vermont 6 0 33 67 

West Point, New York 
Generalized, I: 120,000 Scale 6 33 17 50 
Detailed, 1: 120,000 Scale 43 26 21 54 
l :35,000 Scale 5 40 0 60 

*The name based on the published criteria is the same as the major component of the 
corresponding unit on the geologic map. 

**The name based on the published criteria is included as one of the components of the 
corresponding unit on the geologic map. 
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TABLE 3. Predicted rock names for the Vermont area 
compared to names from the geologic map 

Pattern Element Rock Names: 
Drainage- Photo Predicted Geologic Map 

Unit Land form Drainage-Plan Cross Secfo>n Photo Tone Texture Name Name* 

Marble Marble Schist Marble Schist Schist Slate 
Schist Schist Slate Marble Phyllite 

Serpentine 
Marble 

2 Gneiss Serpentine Anything but Anything Gneiss Quartzite 
Slate Marble but Ser- Gneiss Graywacke 

pen tine Arkose 

3 Serpentine Marble Marble Marble Anything Marble Slate 
Marble but Gneiss Phyllite 

-..1 Schist 

4 Schist Marble Gneiss Anything Gneiss Schist Slate 
Slate Schist but Marble Phyllite 
Marble Serpentine Gneiss 

5 Gneiss Serpentine Schist Anything Gneiss Gneiss Slate 
Schist Marble but Schist Phyllite 

Serpentine 

6 Schist Marble Schist Anything Gneiss Schist Slate 
Gneiss Schist Slate but 

Marble Serpentine 

*Zen (1961). 



*Dodd (1965), Ratcliffe and Helenek (in preparation), Helenek and Mose (1976), Ratcliffe (USGS unpublished data). 



TABLE 5. Predicted rock names for the West Point, New York, area (detailed analysis, 
1 :120,000 scale) compared to names from the geologic maps 

Pattern Element Rock Names: 
Mapping Drainage- Photo Predicted Geologic Map 

Unit Landfonn Drainage-Plan Cross Section Photo Tone Texture Name Name* 

Al Gneiss or None Schist or N/A** None Gneiss or Gneiss 
Schist Gneiss Schist 

A2 Gneiss Gneiss None N/A None Gneiss Gneiss 

A3 Gneiss or Serpentine Gneiss N/A Serpentine Gneiss or Gneiss 
Schist or Schist Schist 

A4 Gneiss Serpentine Schist Schist, None Gneiss or Gneiss and 
Gneiss or Schist Granite 
Slate 

-\,Q AS Gneiss Schist None N/A None None Gneiss 

A6 Gneiss or Gneiss Slate Gneiss, None Gneiss Gneiss 
Schist Schist or 

Slate 

A7 Schist Gneiss or Gneiss, N/A Serpentine Schist Gneiss 
Schist Schist qr or Schist 

Slate 

A8 Gneiss Gneiss Gneiss or N/A Schist or Gneiss or Gneiss 
Schist Serpentine Schist 

A9 Gneiss Gneiss Gneiss :or N/A None Gneiss Gneiss 
Schist 

AlO Gneiss None Gneiss or N/A None Gneiss Gneiss 
Schist 

*Dodd (1965), Helenek and Mose (1976), Ratcliffe and Helenek (in preparation), Ratcliffe (USGS unpublished data). 
**The descriptions of photo tone in the published criteria could not be compared to the photo tone of the mapping unit. 





B2 None Serpentine None N/A None None Granite 

B3 None Schist or N1;me N/A None None Granite 
Serpentine 

B4 None None Schist or N/A None None Granite 
M1uble 

BS None None None N/A None None Gneiss 

B6 None None Schist N/A None None Gneiss 

B7 Gneiss or Gneiss Gneiss, N/A None Gneiss Gneiss 
Schist Schist or 

N~me 

Cl None N/A Npne N/A Serpentine None Gneiss 
or Schist 

N - C2 Gneiss N/A Npne N/A None None Granite and 
Amphibolite 

C3 Schist Serpentine Slate N/A None None Gneiss 

C4 Schist Schist or Slate 
I 

N/A None Schist Gneiss 
Serpentine 

cs None Schist Sierpentine N/A Slate None Gneiss 

C6 Slate Gneiss or NlfA N/A None None Gneiss 
Serpentine 

C7 Marble None 11jone N/A Slate None Marble 

C8 Schist Schist Slate N/A None Schist Phyllite 

C9 Gneiss or Gneiss or Gneiss, Schist N/A None Gneiss Gneiss 
Slate Schist c:r Slate 

• 



TABLE 5. Predicted rock names for the West Point, New York, area (detailed analysis, 
1: 1 :20,000 scale) compared to names from the geologic maps 

(Continued) 

Pattern Element Rock Names: 
Mapping Drainage- Photo Predicted Geologic Map 
Unit Land form Drainage-Plan Cr~ss Section Photo Tone Texture Name Name* 

CIO Gneiss or Schist None N/A Schist or Schist Gneiss 
Schist Serpentine 

CI 1 Schist or Gneiss or Ndne N/A Serpentine, Serpentine, Granite 
Serpentine Slate Schist or Schist or 

Gneiss Gneiss 

C12 None Gneiss Ndne N/A Schist, None or Granite 
Gneiss or Gneiss 
Serpentine 

N C13 Gneiss None Ndne Schist, Schist, Gneiss Granite N 
Gneiss or Gneiss or 
Slate Serpentine 

Cl4 Gneiss Gneiss or Slate or N/A Serpentine Gneiss, No data 
Schist Setpentine or Schist Schist or 

Serpentine 

CIS None None None N/A None None No data 

Cl6 Slate Slate or N/A N/A None Slate Amphibolite 
Gneiss 

Cl7 None or Serpentine Schist or N/A None Gneiss Granite 
Gneiss Gneiss 

Cl8 None or Schist None N/A None None Granite 

Gneiss 

Cl9 Gneiss or Gneiss Gneiss or N/A None Gneiss Gneiss and 

Schist Schist Granite 
I 



C20 Gneiss or Gneiss Gneiss, Schist N/A None Gneiss Gneiss 

Schist or None 

C21 Schist Serpentine Schist or Schist, Schist or Schist No data 
Gneiss Gneiss or Serpentine 

Slate 

C22 Schist Schist Schist or N/A None Schist Gneiss 
GIJ.eiss 

C23 Gneiss or Schist Sc)ljst or N/A None Schist Gneiss 
Slate Gr1eiss 

C24 Schist or Slate Sl~te N/A Schist or Slate Amphibolite 

Slate Serpentine 

Dl Schist or Schist Slate N/A Serpentine Schist Gneiss 
Slate or Schist 

N 02 Schist or Slate Slate N/A Serpentine Slate Schist, 
w 

Slate or Schist Amphibolite, 
and Gneiss 

El Marble or Gneiss or Sc.hist or N/A None Gneiss Gneiss and 

Gneiss Slate Gneiss Amphibolite 

E2 Marble or Schist or Npne N/A Schist or Schist Gneiss 

Schist Gneiss Serpentine 

E3 Schist Schist Schist or N/A None Schist Gneiss 

Gp.eiss 

E4 Gneiss Schist or Schist or N/A Schist, Schist Gneiss 

Slate Gneiss Serpentine 
or None 

ES None None None N/A Gneiss None Gneiss 

E6 Gneiss Serpentine S,chist, Gneiss N/A None Gneiss Gneiss 

or Gneiss or Slate 



TABLE s. Predicted rock names for the West Point, New York, area (detailed analysis, 
I: 120,000 scale) compared to names from the geologic maps. 

(Continued) 

Pattern Element Rock Names: 
Mapping Drainage- Photo Predicted Geologic Map 
Unit Land form Drainage-Plan <:;ross Section Photo Tone Texture Name Name* 

E7 Serpentine None None Slate or None None Gneiss 
or Marble Gneiss 

E8 Gneiss Schist or Slate, Schist N/A None Gneiss Gneiss 
Gneiss or Gneiss 

E9 Gneiss Schist or Serpentine N/A None None Gneiss 
Slate 

EIO Schist or None None NIA Serpentine None Gneiss 

N 
None or Schist 

~ 

Fl Schist Serpentine S<:hist or None None Schist No data 
or Schist Gneiss 

F2 None Serpentine Gneiss or N/A None None Gneiss 
Schist 

F3 Schist Gneiss or Gneiss or N/A Serpentine Schist Gneiss 
Schist Schist or Schist 

F4 Schist Schist or Schist or N/A Serpentine Schist No data 
Gneiss Gneiss or Schist 

FS Gneiss Gneiss Gneiss or N/A None Gneiss No data 
Schist 

F6 Schist Schist or None N/A Serpentine Schist No data 
Serpentine or Schist 

F7 None Serpentine Schist or N/A None None No data 
Gneiss 



F8 Schist or Gneiss SGhist or N/A Serpentine Gneiss or Gneiss 

Gneiss Gneiss or Schist Schist 

Gl Schist, Gneiss Gneiss or N/A Serpentine Schist Gneiss 

Serpentine SGhist or Schist 

or Marble 

G2 Schist, Gneiss Gµeiss N/A Serpentine Schist, Gneiss 

Serpentine or Schist Gneiss or 

or Marble Serpentine 

G3 Schist, None S\:hist or N/A Serpentine Schist Gneiss and 

Serpentine Gneiss or Schist Granite 

or Marble 



Mapping 
Unit 

1 

TABLE 6. Predicted rock names for the West Point, New York, area (1 :35,000 scale analysis) 
compared to names frhm the geologic map 

Pattern Element Rock Names: I 

Landform Drainage Photo P:hoto Predicted Geologic Map Name• 
Tone Texture Name 

Plan Cross Section 

Gneiss Slate or None Gneiss, Schist or Schist Gneiss and some marble: 
Schist Schist, Serpentine A+ - gneiss 1 ; B - gneiss 

Slate or 2 with some marble and 

. 

Marble minor gneiss 1 and gneiss 
C - gneiss 3 

2 Schist None N/A** N/A 1~/A None Gneiss with some marble, 
amphibolite and gabbro: 
A- gneiss 3 with some 
marble; B - gneiss 3 with 
some gabbro and amphi-
bolite 

3 Gneiss, Slate N/A N/A Schist or Slate or Gneiss and granite with 
Schist or Serpentine Schist minor schist and amphi-
Slate bolite: A - granite and 

gneiss with very minor 
amphibolite and gneiss 1; B -
gneiss 1; C - amphibolite 
with some gneiss 3; D --
gneiss 1 with some amphi-
bolite schist and granite 
and gneiss 

4 Gneiss or Schist or None None N/A Gneiss Gneiss with minor amphi-
Slate Gneiss bolite and gabbro: A -

gneiss 3 with minor amphi-
bolite and gneiss 4; B -
gneiss 4 with some gneiss 3; 
C - gneiss 3 with minor 
gneiss 4; D - gabbro with 
minor gneiss 3, amphibolite 
and gneiss 4 

s Marble Schist None Any Serpentine Schist Marble with minor gneiss 1 
or Schist 

6 Gneiss Gneiss None N/A N/A Gneiss Gneiss 3 with minor gneiss 
S and amphibolite 

*Ratcliffe (USGS unpublished data). 
** The published criteria description could not be compared to the descriptors for the photo mapping units. 
+ The caI>itol letters refer to "Qatts of the "Qhoto ma"QQin\!. units (see r~'i!.\ue ~ \ '2). 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Evaluation of Predictions • Table 7 shows the accuracy of the rock type 
predictions based on the published criteria for each photo mapping unit that could be 
verified by field data or geologic maps. The data from all four photo analyses are com
bined in this table. The terms "correct" and "partly correct" are used in the same 
sense as used in table 2. 

TABLE 7. Evaluation of predictions by rock type 

Percent 
Number of Percent Partly Percent 

RockT e Predictions Correct Correct Wron 

Gneiss 32 63 9 28 
Schist 31 0 13 87 
Slate 5 0 0 100 
Serpentine 3 0 0 100 
Marble 3 0 0 100 - -

Averages: 74* 27 9 64 

*This figure includes multiple predictions-for the photo mapping_units~e-g_a_ 
prediction of gneiss or schist was counted as one prediction for each rock type. 

Only the predictions of gneisses and schists were correct or partly correct. All 
predictions of slate, marble, and serpentine were wrong; serpentine does not occur in 
either study area, but both slate and marble are present. It is possible that the published 
criteria defining gneiss and schist are more accurate in this climate than those for slate 
and marble, but there is no way to determine this in reference to this study. Exposures 
of gneissic rocks are much larger in area than exposures of other rock types, and con
sequently, the photo patterns of the gneisses were probably easier to describe than those 
for other rock types. In addition, in three of the four photo analyses, gneisses are the 
most common rocks. 

It is also possible that this author did not apply the criteria as they were intended 
to be used. None of the authors of the published criteria provided guidance on how to 
use them, so there is no way to evaluate whether or not the criteria were used correctly. 
An independent evaluation by another individual using the same photo mapping unit 
descriptions would help resolve this question. 

0 
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Evaluation of the Published Criteria • In general, the published criteria do not 
describe the range of rocks present in the study areas; amphibolite, phyllite, and quartz
ite, for instance, are not described, and these three rock types form a considerable por
tion of regionally metamorphosed terrains. In addition, the criteria are incomplete and 
internally inconsistent. 

The landform criteria were difficult to use for two reasons. First, similar landforms 
are included in the descriptions of different rock types. Both schist and slate, for in
stance, are described as exhibiting low, parallel ridges and valleys with sharp-crested 
ridges. Second, apparently incompatible descriptions are presented for a single rock type: 
schist is described as forming both undulating terrain with smooth, rounded hilltops and 
rugged topography with sharp, steep-sided, minutely dissected ridges. These are probably 
accurate descriptions of schists, but such diverse forms probably could not occur within 
one rock type in the same climatic region, even when changes in structural attitude are 
considered. Criteria for each rock type in the various climates (arid, temperate, humid) 
should therefore be developed, and because glaciation, geologic structure, and tectonic 
activities can alter characteristic photo patterns, they, too, should be considered in future 
work. 

The drainage-plan criteria were the easiest to use, because they are the most speci
fic, internally consistent, and numerous. Unfortunately, they are not generally accurate 
(see tables 3, 4, 5, and 6). Adequate drainage-cross section criteria were notably absent. 
Not only are the criteria presented in table I grossly incomplete~ e.g. little gradient 
information-is-presented, they are also occasionally in error. The U-shaped cross sections, 
for instance, do not characterize schists and gneisses; U-shaped cross sections are formed 
by glacial action and merely indicate that an area was glaciated. Most of the cross sections 
in the gneissic rocks in the West Point area are V-shaped. 

The photo tone and photo texture criteria were found to be incomplete, preventing 
fair evaluation of those few that are published. Admittedly, even if adequate photo tone 
and photo texture criteria were available, it is unlikely that they could have been fairly 
evaluated in either of the study areas because of the dense vegetative cover. Foliation or 
banding, which may be reflected in vegetation patterns, was not evident on either of the 
stereotriplets. Foliation patterns in the West Point area, however, were extremely con
spicuous on the ground. 

Table 8 summarizes the usefulness of the published criteria by pattern element. 
It includes each photo mapping unit for which field and geologic map data are available 
and combines the results from all four photo analyses. It is obvious from this table that 
the landform and drainage-plan criteria were used most often, which suggests that they 
were the easiest to use and are also the most accurate. 

• 
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TABLE 8. Evaluation of the Published Criteria by Pattern Element 

Percent 
Percent Partly Percent 

Pattern Element Correct Correct Wrong 

Land form ( 69) * 23 32 45 
Drainage-Plan ( 64) 19 22 59 
Drainage-Cross Section (52) 8 50 42 
Photo Tone (13) 0 31 69 
Photo Texture (37) 11 5 84 

Averages: 15 29 56 

*The number in parentheses is the number of predictions in that category. 

The photo tone criteria were the most difficult to use, which explains why they are so 
inaccurate. The degree of correctness for all the pattern elements is very low, and the 
table clearly shows that the published criteria in their present form are a poor base for 
determining metamorphic rock names, at least in glaciated areas with moderate to high 
structural complexity fn temperate climates. This is further indicated by the fact that 
only 20 of the 74 verifiable rock names (27%) were correctly predicted (table 7). 

Table 9 is a revised list of criteria based on the appearances of the rocks in the 
two study areas. The criteria in this table refer only to rocks in temperate climates. 
The criteria of Belcher and others (1951 ), van Bandat (1962) and Way (l 973) are 
included only when they appear to be accurate in reference to the rocks in the study 
areas. Probable glacial effects and obvious structural complications noted in photo 
analysis are not included. Separate criteria considering these factors can be developed 
only after the characteristic photo patterns are determined for each rock type in each 
climatic region. In addition, only the photo pattern elements -- landform, drainage-plan, 
drainage-cross section, and photo texture -- are included. Because of the vegetative cover 
in the study areas, accurate predictions of photo tone are unreliable. Photo texture is in
cluded because the published criteria for photo texture were useful to some degree. 
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TABLE 9. Proposed criteria for identifying metamorphic rocks 
on aiil- photos in temperate climates 

DRAINAGE 
ROCK CROSS SECTION PHOTO 
TYPE LAND FORM PLAN AND GRADIENT TEXTURE 

Marble Low, gently rolling, small Dendritic with some Saucer- or box- Fine 
hills structural control shaped cross sec- Smooth 

Forms lowlands and valleys Second and third order tions; very soft Soft 
Smooth ridge crests tributar.\es with little appearing 
Low or gentle slopes branching Very low gradients 
Low relief Moderate density 
Low resistance to erosion Main streams in large 
Outcrop as ledges not valleys can be wiggly 

uncommon or gentI!v curving to 
Sinkholes may be present scallopetl 

Slate Linear hills with narrow Dendritic. to trellis; V-shaped, often Slightly rough 
valleys between common if dendrhic, very deep and steep- and uneven 

Hills are rounded linear sided, cross sec-
w Ridges are generally High order tributaries, tions; stream bot-0 

symmetrical up to fourth order, toms flatten out 
Ridge crests are narrow, but are common and nick point is 

slightly rounded Low density slightly rounded 
Ridgelines fairly straight Low to moderate Moderate to steep 

and continuous branching gradients 
Moderate to steep slopes Tributaries generally 
Moderate relief short to medium in 
Low to moderate resistance length arid generally 

to erosion curved, rarely straight 

Phyllite Long, continuous ridges Dendritic With no struc- Open, V-shaped cross Uneven, 
Very broad, flattish ridge tural control sections but slightly 

crests ranging to sharp, Tributaries primarily Moderate to steep rounded 
but slightly rounded, second otder gradients 
narrow ridge crests Low to medium density 

Ridges asymmetrical Main streams curved or 
Forms hummocky terrain wiggly; ttibu taries 
Moderate to steep slopes curved 
Moderate to high relief 
Low to moderate 

resistance to erosion 
Massive appearing 



Schist Often forms low-lying Dendritic V-shaped cross 
areas surrounded by Low density sections 
higher areas of different Widely spaced Long, steep gradients 
composition Tributaries short and 

Forms hills and ridges straight 
Hill and ridge crests usually 

rounded, but vary in width 
from narrow to broad 

Steep slopes 
Moderate to high relief 
Moderate resistance to 

erosion 

Amphibolite Small hills and ridges; Dendritic but very linear, V- to box-shaped Uneven 
generally randomly e.g. mucJi structural cross sections; Irregular 
arranged control fairly open 

Forms valleys and Second an\1 third order Moderate gradients 
hummocky terrain tributaries common; 

Ridge crests and hill tops medium i.n length and 
broadly rounded straight 

Often low-lying Low to medium density 
w Low to moderate slopes ..... 

Low to moderate relief 
Low to moderate resistance 

to erosion 

Gneiss Steep-sided ridges with Dendritic Broad, open, V- Knobby, 
continuous crests Primarily ~econd order shaped cross sec- uneven 

Knobby, rounded hills tributaries, but third tions; often deep Rounded 
Ridge crests narrow but order oft·~n present Main streams have Hard appearing 

rounded Tributarie$ short and low gradients; 
Very steep slopes straight vrith few branches tributaries have 
Moderate to high relief Low to medium density medium to steep 
High resistance to erosion Evenly sp~ced gradients 
Very massive appearing 

Quartzite Rounded, steep-sided hills Streams sqort with little Steep gradients Moderately 
High resistance to erosion to no bra,nching rough and 

uneven 
Knobby 



CONCLUSIONS 

The published criteria are most reliable where there is little Ii tho logic diversity, 
where structural complications are minimal, and where photo scales are I :35,000 or 
larger. In addition, the criteria appear to be more reliable in reference to metamorphic 
rocks of sedimentary, rather than igneous, origin, and when used to identify higher, 
rather than lower, grade rocks. 

The results of these two case studies in the Northeastern United States, however, 
indicate that the published criteria in their present form are inadequate for identifying 
a wide but representative range of metamorphic rocks on air photos. They were found to 
be incomplete in two ways: (I) they do not include all the common types of meta
morphic rocks, and (2) the pattern element descriptions for the various rock types are 
incomplete and internally inconsistent. Furthermore, the criteria for each rock type are 
not subdivided by climate. Research with other types of rocks, however, has indicated 
that such subdivision is necessary. The glacial and structural or tectonic effects on charac
teristic photo patterns are also not considered in the published criteria, and the studies 
of other rock types indicate that they should be included. 

Although the published criteria were not successful for predicting rock type in 
this study, this does not mean that metamorphic rocks cannot be identified by air photo 
analysis and interpretation procedures. It is extremely difficult to describe in isolation 
a pattern or a series of patterns defining a rock ty_pe so that the desciiption can serve 

-as-a guide to others; the patterns observed on the photos do not exist in isolation, but as 
part of an interrelated whole. It is perhaps even more difficult to define the mental 
steps taken to identify a pattern or material on air photos in written form; the more 
experience the interpreter has, the more likely he is to go through the process of iden
tification so rapidly that he cannot easily explain how the conclusion was reached. The 
published criteria and the new criteria presented here are attempts to identify and des
cribe the mental processes that lead to rock type identification. The new criteria are for 
a wider range of metamorphic rocks than the existing criteria and are restricted to tem
perate climates. They can provide the basis for future work. In addition, other approaches 
used by field geologists to map metamorphic rocks should be evaluated for use on air 
photos. They may well prove more effective than the approach used by Belcher and 
others (1951), von Bandat (1962) and Way (1973 ). 
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APPENDIX A. THE VERMONT AREA 

The 9-square-mile Vermont area, studied on 1 :20,000 scale panchromatic stereo 
air photos (ASCS, 1942, DCC-3-155, 156, 157), has been glaciated. The terrain is re
latively gentle and undulating, relief is low, and slopes are gentle to moderate, except 
in a few places (figure A 1 ). Most of the rocks are low in metamorphic grade, primarily 
slates and phyllites, but quartzites form the higher elevations. 

Most of the landform unit boundaries (figure A2) correspond to lithologic con
tacts on the geologic map (figure A3). The photo mapping unit boundaries not only 
separate different lithologies, e.g. slate from quartzite, but also separate within a litho
logic type, e.g. slate l from slate 2. Subtle, although obvious, petrographic differences 
within the slates (Zen, 1961 ), however, were not always noted on the photos.* In 
addition, higher grade rock (quartzites) were usually separated from lower grade rocks 
(slates and phyllites). The predicted rock names based on comparison to the published 
identification criteria (table 3) not only are incorrect, but also are too high in meta
morphic grade. The predicted names for photo mapping units l and 4, however, 
are partly correct; a phyllite is similar to a schist, although lower in grade. Pattern ele
ment descriptions for each photo mapping unit are shown in table A 1. 

Discrepancies between the photo analysis and the geologic map are ( 1) that the 
same landforms are found in different geologic units and/or (2) that different landforms 
occur in the same _geologic unit. _Drumlins, for instance, are present in units B and D 
(figures A2 and A3), and the different landforms of photo mapping units 3, 4 and S 
are all shown on the geologic maps as the same rock type, unit D (figure A3). 

Glacial action obviously accounts for some of these discrepancies. The charac
teristic photo patterns of the rocks have been modified by glacial action so that the 
rocks could not be correctly identified using the published identification criteria. In 
addition, glacial deposits fill the valleys and form a thin veneer on the hills. The effects 
of glaciation are not adequately considered in the published criteria, and Belcher and 
others ( 1951 ), von Bandat ( 1962), and Way ( 1973) do not address restrictions in the 
applications of the criteria. It is also possible that slight differences in composition in 
different parts of the same geologic formation can explain differences in landforms, 
drainage patterns, and photo textures within a photo mapping unit. Zen ( 1960) had 
identified at least two mineral assemblages in each of the geologic formations, but these 
assemblages apparently do not occur in mappable units (Zen, personal communication, 
1981 ). Unidentified structural discontinuities or relationships could also explain these 
differences. 

*The Biddie Knob formation (unit A, figure A4) and the Mettawee slate member of the Bull Formation (unit D, 
figure A4) both consist of nearly identical purple and green slate; they are separated on the basis of the presence or 
absence of the mineral chloritoid. 
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FIGURE Al. Stereotriplet of the Vennont Area .. North is to the left and the scale is approximately 
1 : 46, 70() or l 11 = 1. 2 kilometers. 



FIGURE A2. Photo mapping units in the Vermont area. Unit 1 was predicted to be 
schist or marble; unit 2, gneiss; unit 3, marble; unit 4, schist, marble 
or gneiss; unit 5, gneiss or schist; and unit 6, schist. 
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FIGURE A3. Geologic map of the Vermont area, adapted from Zen (1961). Unit 
A is the Biddie Knob Formation, chloritoid-bearing purple and green 
slate and phyllite; B, the Bull Formation, Mettawee slate facies, purple, 
green-gray and varigated slate and phyllite; C, the Bull Formation, Zion 
Hill member, chloritic quartzite or graywacke; D, the West Castleton 
Formation, black, graphitic, pyritiferous slate and phyllite; and E, the 
Bull Formation, Mudd Pond quartzite member. 
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TABLE Al. Photo mapping ulnit descriptions for the Vermont area 

DRAINAGE 

LAND FORM CROSS SECTION PHOTO 
PLAN AND GRADIENT TONE 

Softly rounded hills Dendritic but with Steep-sided in wood- Medium gray, 
Looks like dissected distinct trellis ed areas with flat with very 

plateau aspects particularly or gently curving slight mottling 
Random orientation in south bottoms in some places 
Moderate to steep slopes Sparse (permeable Indistinct and sau- Mainly wooded 
May dip to southeast material) cer-shaped in 

or to east croplands 
Possible fault boundary Moderate to steep 

on northwest gradients 
Ridgelines more con-

tinuous that elsewhere -
also more curved, 
with more branches 

Rounded knobs: big Very few drainage- Steep gradients Light medium 
lumps ways [Can't see drainage- gray 

Bedrock visible Radial to semi- ways clearly through Almost all 
Fairly resistant radial trees] wooded 
Local Streams short with 
Steep-sided: break in no branches 

slope separates them 
from lower material 

Knobs round in plan -
occur in clusters 

Highest unit - highest 
elevations east oflake 

Drumlin-shaped, low, Very linear pattern, Northwest trending Medium gray 
elongate hills - almost trending northeast tributaries indis- Agricultural/ 
pointed on the ends Northeast channels tinct and very shallow grazing 

Broad and rounded on winding Northeast also shallow 
crests Second and third and indistinct -

Hills streamlined order tributaries saucer-shaped, like 

PHOTO 
TEXTURE 

Soft, velvety, 
smooth 

Moderately 
rough: 
uneven 

Smooth, 
soft 



4 

Relief low 
Moderate to gentle 

slopes - side slopes 
steeper than end 
slopes 

Ridge crests relatively 
smooth 

Hills symmetrical on 
sides 

En echelon ridgelines of 
moderate length 

Elongate hills with 
rounded, linear 
lumps on them 

Hills larger than in (3) 
Moderate relief 
Moderate to very steep 

(vertical) slopes -
faulted? 

Sits in and above (3) 
as (2) sits in and 
above (1) 

Ridge crests rounded, 
but sharper than other 
units, except possibly 
(5) 

Hillsides appear sym
metrical 

Some depressions look like 
collapsed sinks 

Many short ridgelines; 
others moderate -
fairly straight 

Dendritic 
Dense (for area) 
Fourth order tribu-

taries common 
Linear pattern, but 

tributaries disoriented, 
going all directions 

Fourth order tributaries 
stubby 

in limestone 
Gentle gradients 

Drainageways deep 
Steep side slopes, 

rounded, broad 
bottoms 

Moderate to fairly 
steep gradients 

Some V-shaped cross 
sections, some mod
ified U's 

Light gray 
bedrock 

Wooded/grazing 

Rough
pocked and 
lumpy 



TABLE Al. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the Vermont area (Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

UNIT LANDFORM CROSS SECTION PHOTO PHOTO 
PLAN AND GRADIENT TONE TEXTURE 

5 Knobby elongate hills, Pseudo-radial Gradients moderate Light to medium Rough, but 
larger than in (3) Straight streams to steep gray: between less so 
and (4) Very sparse Shallow to open V- (3) and (4) than (4)-

Linear trend - No tributaries shaped cross sections coarser 
northeast than (2) 

Side slopes steep; 
steeper on north-
west side 

Relief moderate to 
high 

Ridge crests rounded 
but sharper than other 
units, except possibly 
(4) 

This may be an up-
faulted part of ( 4) 

Ridgelines sparse, 
short and parallel 

6 Large hills - largest in Some discontinuous Generally wooded, so Cannot see ma- Pocked 
area drainage can't see cross terial well: Slightly 

Steep slopes, no Dendritic sections well: medium gray rougher 
breaks Main streams parallel deep, steep-sided; than (2) 

Both linear and unit boundaries may be V-shaped 
rounded hills: Sparse 
linear trend north- Some linearity 
east Second order tributaries 

Highest relief most common; a 
Ridge crests similar 

to (5), narrow, 
couple of third order 

but rounded 
Hills appear sym-

metrical 
Ridgelines disconnected 
and gently curving -
trend north/northeast 



APPENDIX B. THE WEST POINT, NEW YORK, AREA 

The West Point, New York, area comprises approximately 290 square miles and 
includes part of the Hudson Highlands, a rugged area consisting of high grade metamor
phic rocks, primarily gneisses. The entire area has been glaciated, but most of the dif
ferences in topographic expression are considered structural and lithologic rather than 
glacial in origin (Berkey and Rice, 1919; Ratcliffe, personal communication, 1981 ). In 
addition, the area is extremely complex lithologically and structurally. 

Photo analyses of this area were done at two different scales and on two different 
image types. Two photo analyses, one generalized and the other more detailed, were 
done on l: 120,000 scale color infrared photos (figure B 1; NASA, 1973, 9703, 9704, 
9705), and the third was done on 1 :35,000 scale panchromatic photos (figure B2; 
ASCS, 1974, 174-191, 192, 193). The larger scale stereo triplet is located near the center 
of the smaller scale triplet, in an area of lithologic variety and structural complexity 
(figure B3). 

1 : 120,000 Scale Photo Analyses • Figure B4 shows the photo mapping units 
delineated in the generalized photo analysis of the West Point area. No comparable 
geologic map is shown because of scaie prohiems; There- is- nu- correspondence between-
photo mapping unit boundaries and lithologic contacts and faults shown on the geo
logic maps. There is, however, a relatively high degree of correlation between photo 
mapping unit boundaries and regional structural boundaries (figure BS). The line forming 
the eastern boundary of unit A and the eastern boundary of the western part of unit 
B, for instance, corresponds quite well to that between the Western Highlands Block and 
the Canopus Fault zone. Units C and D correspond to the Canopus Fault zone, except 
for the extreme southeastern part of unit C. This part of unit C, the eastern part of 
unit B, and units E, F, and G correspond to the Eastern Highlands Block (Ratcliffe, 
personal communication, 1982). These generalized photo boundaries thus separate by 
major structure rather than by lithology. 

Rock names were predicted for only six of the seven photo mapping units; unit 
G was incorrectly considered to be sedimentary rock (table 4). Only two of the six 
names, those for units A and E, are correct; the name for unit B is partly correct. 
Pattern element descriptions for the photo mapping units are shown in table B 1, and 
detailed descriptions of the compositions of each photo mapping unit are shown in 
table B2. 
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FIGURE B 1. Stereo triplet of the West Point, New York, area, 1 : 120,000 scale photo analysis. North is to 
the left as shown by the arrow. Scale of this image is approximately 1 :280,000 or l 11 = 7 .3 
kilometers. 



FIGURE B2. 1 :35,000 scale stereot~iplet of the West Point, New York, area. 



FIGURE B3. Index showing the location of the 1 :35,000 scale air photos (center 
photo) to the 1: 120,000 scale air photos (center photo). 
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FIGURE B4. Generalized 1 :120,000 scale photo mapping units in the West Point, 
New York, area. Unit A was predicted to be gneiss; unit B, granite; 
unit C, schist; unit D, slate; unit E, gneiss; and unit F, schist. No 
prediction was made for unit G as it was thought to be sedimentary 
rock. 
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TABLE Bl. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the generalized 
1: 120,000 scale West Point photo analysis 

DRAINAGE 
CROSS SECTION PHOTO PHOTO 

UNIT LAND FORM PLAN AND GRADIENT TONE TEXTURE 

A High elevation areas Dendritic V-shaped cross ''Darker" Smooth and 
with very steep side Primarily second order sections even 
slopes: narrow to tributaries, but some Gradients low to mod-
moderately rounded third order erate within unit; 
ridges sit on high area Medium to high density: steep along bound-

Ridge crests curved, lowest densities aries and river 
some interconnected where structural 

Ridges generally med- control most prevalept 
ium to long, only a Evenly spaced 
few are short Structural control is 

Almost no spurs primarily in tributaqes 
Very steep slopes 

~ High relief -:a 
Looks massive and un-

layered, and hard: very 
resistant to erosion 

Trends NE, but SE 
boundary, which 
trends NNE cuts 
across structure 

High linearity 
Folded: large scale fold 

in SW 
Moderately to heavily 

jointed: NE, ENE, NNE, 
EW, NNW; longest 
joints ENE; ENE and 
NE prominent 

B Small rounded peaks Dendritic Open, V-shaped "Lighter" Rough, 
and slightly sinuous, Primarily third order cross sections nubbly; 
short linear ridges; tributaries; some Gradients moderate rounded 
sinuous ridges pre- fourth order to low and lumpy 



TABLE Bl. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the generalized 
1: 120,000 Scale West Point photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 
CROSS SECTION PHOTO PHOTO 

UNIT LANDFORM PLAN AND GRADIENT TONE TEXTURE 

dominant; some ridges Relatively high density 
interconnected Spacing closer than 

Moderate slope for other units 
Moderate relief First order tributaries 
Structural trend NNE usually quite long; 
No linearity second order short to 
No appearence of medium and close to 

layering; random the same length; third 
arrangement and fourth order quite 

Heavily jointed: short 
multiple directions, Structural control low, 

~ NE prominent but in both main 00 
streams and tribu-
taries - lower order 
tributaries parallel 
boundaries 

Large lakes generally 
trend NE: the lake 
shores are not linear, 
but indented 

c Long, low ridges Trellis V-shaped cross sec- Medium Smooth and 
with narrow valleys Third order tribu- tions that grade to rounded, 
between taries U-shaped; open or but not 

Ridges slightly rounded Medium density broad knobby 
and narrow Widely spaced Gradients very gen- Slightly 

Moderate relief Extremely linear; tie in NNE direc- nubbly 
Steep slopes in NW high structural tion, mainly mod-
moderate overall control: main streams erate WNW, but oc-

Moderately resistant NNE, tributaries WNW casionally steep 
to erosion Some linear lakes with 

Extremely linear, NNE smooth shorelines; 



Prominent jointing many spots 
NNE; other common 
directions EW, WNW, 
NS 

Jointing fairly closely 
spaced 

Attitude appears quite 
steep; dip appears to 
beWNW 

Some cultivation in 
valleys, but minor 

Almost no buildings 
except in valleys 

D Sharp-crested, narrow Parallel to trellis V-shaped cross Light to Smooth, 
ridge with NE/NNE Mainly second order sections medium even, and 
trend tributaries, but a few Gradients gentle to nubbly 

Straight crests on third order moderate in NNE 
short ridges; sinuous Tributaries short direction; steep in 

~ on long Low density WNW \0 
Ridges and valleys 

about I.he same 
widths 

Very steep to steep 
slopes 

Moderate relief 
NE linearity 
Only minor NNE 
jointing 

Light-toned outcrop 
visible in places 

Dip appears to be ESE: 
bedding-type pattern 
apparent on NNE-
facing slopes 

Some tree cover 

E NS to NNE trending Generally parallel Broad, open V- to U- Medium Knobby and 

ridges but with some shaped cross sections lumpy: in-

Ridge crests contin- dendritic tributaries Main stream has gen- dividual 
I 



TABLE Bl. Photo mapping ti.nit descriptions for the generalized 
1:120,000 ~cale West Point photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 
CROSS SECTION PHOTO PHOTO 

UNIT LAND FORM PLAN AND GRADIENT TONE TEXTURE 

uous; series of saddles Primarily second order tle gradient; tri- knobs are 
and highs; series tributaries: short butaries, moderate slightly 
of small peaks and straight with to steep rough; 

Moderate to steep few branches; some nubbly 
slopes third order tributaries Suggestive 

Medium to high relief on NW side of coarse-
Ridge crests sinuous Low density grained 

or curving No lakes material 
Moderately to highly 

resistant to erosion 
Low linearity 

VI Very little jointing, NW 0 
Drainage indicates SE 

dip 
NNE plunging syncline: 

SE limb gone 

F Elongate, blocky hills Dendritic in southern Broad, open V-shaped "Darker" to Very slightly 
Straight to slightly curv- part and trellis/den- cross sections on medium rough and 

ing, medium to short dritic in northern tributaries; more uneven 
ridges, some of which Third order tribu- U-shaped on larger 
are slightly sinuous; a taries in trellis streams, particularly 
few small, knobby part; a few fourth in south 
peaks order in dendritic 

Ridge crests rounded, parts: second order 
medium width most common 

Low to moderate Medium density 
slope Second and third 

Medium to low order tributaries 
relief generally short 

NS trend and parallel 
Low to moderate 
jointing: NS, NNW 



G 

Linearity moderate 
Structural characteristics 

not prominent 
Some outcrop 

N-trending linear, low, 
smooth, cigar-shaped 
hills with moderately 
sharp to broad crests 
and blunt ends; some 
hills are inverted V
shaped 

Valleys broad for sizes 
of streams 

Some variation in 
ridge trend, but all 
probably within 10° 
ofN 

Slopes gentle to moder
Jte on ridge ends; 
steeper on sides 

River edge varies from 
low but steep cliffs 
to gentle slopes 

Looks sculpted 
Some sinuousness in 

ridge crests 
En echelon arrangement 
High degree of linearity 
No jointing 
Some hills have outcrop 

on them 
Some agriculture and 

built-up areas 

Dendritic 
Generally first and sec

ond order tributaries: 
most streams have 
no tributaries and 
the little streams 
are parallel; very few 
third order tributaries 

Low density 
Widely spaced 
Long streams parallel 

boundaries 
Main streams and 

first order tribu
taries are wiggly 

Pattern spreads out in 
northerly direction: 
not compact and nice 

Some marshy areas in 
drainageways 

U- to box-shaped 
cross sections with 
steep sides: obvious 
angle between 
broad bottoms and 
steep sides 

Cross sections become 
more U-shaped to
ward river, with 
steeper sides 

Gradients gentle except 
along cliff where 
moderate 

Medium 
Some mottling 

Smooth, 
fine, soft 
and even 

A bit nubbly 
in places 



TABLE B2. Detailed descriptions of the rock units comprising the photo mapping 
units of the generalized 1 :120,000 scale photo analysis of the West 
Point, New York, area 

A granite, quartz-plagioclase and monzonitic gneisses with some amphi
bolite, and alaskite; and minor schist and calcsilicate rock. 

B granite gneiss and granite with minor hornblende diorite gneiss, amphi
bolite, gabbro, biotite gneiss, and schist. 

C granite, with some quartz-plagioclase gneiss and granite gneiss, and minor 
amphibolite, schist, gabbro, alaskite, calcsilicate rock, marble, phyllite, 
biotite gneiss, quartzite, and hornblende granite gneiss. 

D quartz-plagioclase gneiss with some hornblende granite gneiss and minor 
marble, amphibolite, and schist. 

E granite gneiss with some biotite gneiss and minor gabbro, amphibolite, 
phyllite, marble, quartzite, and pegmatite. 

F biotite gneiss, granite gneiss, pegmatite, amphibolite, schist and horn
blende diorite gneiss. 

G Biotite gneiss with minor schist, granite, ampbibo1ite, granite gneiss, 
pyroxenite, norite and marble. 

Source: Derived from Dodd, 1965; Helenek, 1970; Helenek and Mose, 1976; Ratcliffe 
and Helenek, in preparation; and Ratcliffe, USGS unpublished data. 
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Although the generalized photo analysis was successful in separating the photo 
mapping units in terms of regional structure, it was inadequate for evaluating the 
published criteria. Consequently, a second, more detailed, photo analysis was done on 
the 1: 120,000 scale air photos. Each of the mapping units in the generalized analysis 
was separated into smaller mapping units, primarily on the basis of landform differences. 
Structural patterns, not considered in the generalized analysis, were used to help discrimi
nate the mapping units. Pattern element descriptions for the 7S photo mapping units 
are shown in table B3. 

The detailed analysis at the 1: 120,000 photo scale is shown in figure B6; portions 
of the overlay that correspond to the geologic maps and the modified geologic maps 
(Dodd, 196S; Helenek, 1970; Helenek and Mose, 1976; Ratcliffe and Helenek, in pre
paration; Ratcliffe, USGS unpublished data) are shown in figures B7, B8, B9, and BIO. 
An index to the locations of the geologic maps is shown in figure B 11. 

As can be seen from figures B7, B8, B9, and BlO, the photo mapping unit bound
aries correspond moderately well to those on the geologic maps. Using figure B7 as an 
example, unit CS corresponds quite well to a band of gn 4 (granite gneiss) and gn 3 
(biotite gneiss); C7, very well to the two marble units (m 1 and m 2); C8, to the phyllite 
(p); and C24, to thin bands of amphibolite (am) and calc-silicate rock (cs). Some bound
aries, however, are more structural than lithologic in nature; for example, the point of 
unit C9 corresponds to the southern end of an igneous pluton. 

Eleven of the S3 verifiable rock names were correctly predicted in terms of the 
primary rock type in that mapping unit; 9 names were marginally correct; and the re
mining 33 names were incorrect (table 4). It is interesting to note that the 11 correct 
predictions are all gneisses. More detailed descriptions for each photo mapping unit are 
shown in table B4. 

1 :35,000 Scale Photo Analysis • There is general correspondence between the 
photo mapping unit boundaries and boundaries on the geologic map (figures B 12 and 
Bl3), and correlations between some photo mapping units and the equivalent areas on 
the geologic map are quite good. Unit 3a, for example, corresponds quite closely to 
gngr (granite and gneiss) and gn l (gneiss), as does unit 3c to the large body of am
phibolite (a) in the north-central part of the photo (figures B 12 and B 13). Many of 
the photo mapping unit boundaries, however, correspond to faults rather than to litho
logic contacts (figures B 12 and B 14 ). The boundary between units 1 c and 6 is an 
example. Two of the five predicted rock names based on the published criteria agree 
with those from the geologic map, those for units 4 and 6; the remaining three n~mes 
were incorrect (table S). Photo mapping unit descriptions for the 1: 3S,OOO scale photo 
analysis are shown in table BS. 
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UNIT LAND FORM 

Al Asymmetrical, curved 
ridges with moder-
ately rounde'd crests; 
elevations not con-
stant 

Slopes moderate to 
steep, steeper on 
west sides 

Relief moderate to 
high 

Some outcrop apparent 
Massive-appearing 
Slopes moderately 

smooth with no 
breaks 

Ridges moderately 
short 

Lineations sparse: 
long ones extending 
out of area WNW and 
EW; short ones within 
area paralleling ridges, 
NNW 

A2 A hodgepodge of little 
ridges and peaks at a 
lower elevation then 
surrounding terrain: 
looks chewed up and 
left over 

Relief low to moderate 
Some NS orientation 

in the north, but 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping u~1it descriptions for the detailed 
I: 120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Irregular pattern; Cross sections U- to 
tributaries flow V-shaped with 
from west, south steep sides 
and north into a Gradients moderate 
lake which drains Some cross sections 
to the northeast fairly deep, but 

Tributaries sparse, others are narrow 
primarily second slits 
order, rather long, 
straight to slightly 
curving 

Some incision 
Low density 
Lakes concentrated 

along eastern bound-
ary; lake shores 
both smooth and 
wiggly and uneven 

Dendritic, branchy, Cross sections V- and 
leafy pattern U-shaped: V's more 

Third order tribu- common, open 
taries common: indistinct, and re-
quite short and latively shallow 
all about the same Gradients range 
length from low to mod-

Moderate structural erately steep 
control: arcuate, 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Very slightly Nubbly 
darker than 
surrounds: 
medium 

Lighter than Nubbly 
surrounds Smooth and 

rounded 



A3 

completely without 
orientation or arrange
ment elsewhere 

Ridgelines sparse, 
arcuate, dendritic 

Through-going linea
tions ENE and EW, 
long; internal linea
tions of moderate 
length, ENE to EW 
andN to NW 

Low to moderate 
resistance to erosion 

Elevations not constant; 
no orientation or 
apparent arrangement 

ENE-trending ridge 
with steep sides 
and a "plateau" on 
top: moderate relief 
on the plateau; crests 
narrow but rounded 

Very massive; high 
resistance to erosion 

Steep slopes 
High relief around, 

moderate within 
Ridgelines long and 

relatively straight, 
little branching, 
NE trend 

NNE lineations, short 
to medium in length, 
moderate density 

Ridgelets and depress
ions between are 
parallel 

curving secondary 
tributaries 

Low to moderate 
density 

No lakes or spots 

Radial within area 
of photo: short 
tributaries, all first 
order, going directly 
into river -- only one 
of eight branched 

A few very small 
lakes or spots in 
center of "plateau" 

NNE-trending streams 
very narrow slits; 
WNW trending ones 
broad, open, U-shaped 
cross sections 

Gradients moderate 
to steep 

Cross sections very 
shallow, almost rills 

Slightly darker 
than surrounds 

Smooth, very 
rounded 



UNIT LAND FORM 

A4 Roundish knqbs with 
fluted sides similar 
to a cupcake paper; 
flattish crest on knob 

Very steep slopes 
Moderate to high relief 
Very massive and 

homogeneous in 
appearance 

Outcrop apparent 
NNE and NE linea-

tions prominent; 
alsoEW, WNW 
lineations 

Ridgelines branch 
and curve 

AS Little, curving, N-, NE-
trending ridgelets: 
almost hummocky 
or stumpy looking 

Moderate relief 
Low to moderate 

slopes 
Ridgelines short to 

medium in length, 
some branching, 
curvey; a few peaks 

Lineations a hodge-
podge: ENE, EW, 
WNW, andNNW--
ones that go more 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping u*it descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scale 'West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Radial Broad, open, but dis-
All second order tri- tinctly V-shaped 

butaries -- no cross sections 
branching Steep gradients 

Some spots Cross sections 
Low density shallow 

Dendritic, part with Open, U- and V-shaped 
structural control cross sections 

Third order tributaries Low to moderate 
not uncommon, gradients 
but primarily second 
order 

Moderate density 
Some unoriented lakes 

and spots 
Tributaries parallel 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Outcrop light, Nubbly 
mottled Fairly 

Slightly darker smooth 
than surrounds 

Slightly darker Velvety, 
than A6 and a nubbly, 
bit lighter rough 
than A4 



A6 

north are short and 
those that go more EW 
are longer; mostly 
within unit 

Elevations decrease 
toward the river/east 

Moderate resistance 
to erosion 

Series of NE-trending, 
long, narrow, sharp
crested ridges; 
parallel 

Ridge slopes steep 
to moderately steep, 
slightly asymetrical; 
steep side toward west 

Outcrop apparent; 
high resistance 
to erosion 

Areas between ridges 
composed of less 
res is tan t mate rial; 
small depressions/ 
valleys 

Ridges V-shaped; same 
elevation 

Long and moderately 
long NE-trending 
lineations predomin
ate; also long ENE 
and short NE 

Ridgelines trend NE, 
long, straight 

Looks like layered/ 
bedded sequence 

Definite linear 
orientation 

Trellis-type pattern; 
high degree of 
structural control; 
main streams flow 
ESE and tributaries 
SSW and NNE 

Third order tributaries 
common; also some 
fourth order 

Streams parallel 
boundaries 

Medium density 
Lakes and spots quite 

common, particularly 
in central area; lakes 
both wet and dry; 
lake boundaries very 
slightly uneven 

Open U- and V
shaped cross 
sections 

Low to moderate 
gradients 

Lighter than 
surrounds be
cause of high
er percent 
outcrop 

Hard 



UNIT LAND FORM 

A7 Low ridges, very 
similar to less 
resistant material 
of A6; ridges short 
and rounded at 
crest -- moderately 
broad crests 

Moderate resistance 
to erosion 

Low-lying in com-
parison to surround-
ing terrain 

Slopes moderate 
Relief low to medium 
Ridgelines irregular 

and branched 
Lineations ENE; NE 
form boundaries 

A8 Very lumpy small ridges 
and peaks 

High elevation area, 
constant 

Very massive-appearing; 
very resistant to 
erosion 

Peaks and ridges 
rounded at crests 

Overall NE linear 
impression, but also 
get impression of ran-
domness in arrange-

TABLE B3. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1 :120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Trellis-type pattern, U-shaped cross 
but not well- sections 
developed Gentle to moderate 

Third order tribu- gradients 
taries common; no Streams paralleling 
fourth order ENE/NE orientation 

Low to medium have very deep 
density cross sections with 

Lakes and spots moderately steep 
commonly on side slopes 
borders; one large 
lake in center; wiggly, 
uneven lake shores 

Radial/ dendritic Mainly V-shaped 
pattern with some cross sections, but 
structural control some U-shaped, too 

Moderately high All possible gradients; 
density low to medium with-

Primarily second order in, medium to steep 
tributaries; some on borders 
third order Some cross sections 

Heavy concentration fairly deep, but most 
of lakes and spots in moderate; side slopes 
center, where heaviest moderate 
jointing located 

Tributaries well-

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Slightly darker Smooth; 
than A6: com- medium 
parable to coarseness 
less resistant 
parts of A6 

Darker than Nubbly 
surrounds Smooth 



A9 

ment of hills and 
ridge lets 

Steep slopes 
High relief in relation 

to surrounds; mod
erate to high within 

Heavily jointed, two 
types: long ENE and 
WNW and short NE, 
NNE 
NW; short ones mainly 
ENE moJcrate length 

Ridgelines very short, 
many sinuous or 
curving; some branch
ing, more than usual 

Moderately oriented 

Very massive ridge with 
ridgelets and peaks 
on top -- V-shaped 

Highly resistant to 
erosion 

Rounded crests, 
ridges and peaks 

Crest area broken 
into rectangular 
blocks 

Very steep slopes 
High relief 
Prominent jointing 
Ridgelines trend NE; 

curvy and sinuous, 
with branches·- quite 
long, overall 

Long lineations ENE and 
WNW; moderate-length 
ones primarily NE and 
ENE; short ones NS 
andNW 

Some degree of orientation 

branched 
Lake boundaries quite 
smooth 

Dendritic with struc
tural control 

Third order tribu
taries common, 
particularly toward 
theNE 

Moderate density 
Sparse lakes and spots 
Tributaries moderately 

branched 
Smooth lake shores 

moderate length 

Both U- and V
shaped cross 
sections 

Gradients moderate 
to steep and breaks 
occur in many 

Cross sections shallow 

Bluish tone on 
outcrop 

Lumpy 



°' 0 

UNIT 

AlO 

All 

LAND FORM 

Low area in relation 
to surrounds - small 
hill with ridgelike 
affairs on top 

Moderate relief 
Moderate slopes 
Lineations NNW, N 

and NNE; latter 
short, former two 
medium 

Ridgelines short, 
sinuous and curvy; 
one of four branched 

Moderate resistance 
to erosion 

No orientation 

Small area: hills with 
a V-shaped design 
in plan view - folded 

High relief on ridges, 
more moderate within 

Moderate to steep 
slopes 

Ridgelines hairpin-
shaped; short 

Lineations a bit sparse: 
NNE most common, 
also WNW 

Moderate to high re-
sistance to erosion 

No linear orientation; 
folded pattern, however 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping ihtit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Radial/pseudo-radial Cross sections dif-
Second and third order ficult to define; 

tributaries; low to more U- than V-
moderate branching shaped 

Low density Gradients moderate 
Lakes and spots Cross sections fairly 

insignificant shallow, moderately 
steep 

Pseudo-radial V-shaped cross sections 
Second order tribu- Steep gradients 

taries common, but Cross sections are 
some short streams shallow and narrow; 
go directly to the many are just slits 
river 

Medium density 
Lakes and spots in-

significant 
Tributaries relatively 

straight with little to 
no branching 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Darker than Lumpy 
surrounds Nubbly 

Medium Nubbly 
Smooth and 

swirly 



A12 Ridge with an on-line Dendritic, no struc- U- and V-shaped Medium Uneven, 

bend; valley in bend tural control cross sections lumpy 

Both sharp and slightly Almost all streams Gradients both un- Nubbly 

rounded ridge crests are second order even and smooth 
Slopes on river side Medium density (on Many cross sections 

precipitous; within the high side) just narrow slits 
area, moderate to Lakes and spots 
steep insignificant 

Lineations NE, NNW, Tributaries are quite 
and N -- longest NE, well branched; 
but all lengths present drainage lines curved 
in most directions: 
only moderately 
lineated 

Ridgelines short and 
generally straight: 
NE trend 

High resistance to 
erosion 

°' 
Higher elevations re-- latively constant 

Al3 Diamond-shaped area Dendriticish with V-shaped cross sec- Medium to Nubbly, even 

where elevation in much structural tions darkish 
center relatively control: elongate Gradients generally 
constant in NE direction; moderate, but some 

High resistance to tributaries parallel steep 
erosion and trellisish Cross sections range 

Little ridgelet crests Mainly second order from average, dis-
slightly rounded, tributaries with very tinct V's to shallow 
narrow few third order tribu- and fairly indistinct; 

Slopes steep taries most of moderate 
Relief within moderate Low to moderate depth 
Ridgelines moderate density 

to short, many with No lakes; a few spots 
hitches in their mid- Some tributaries 
dies; trend both NE branching, but even 
andNNE small ones, fairly long 

Lineations quite evenly and straight 
spaced: ENE, NE, N, 
NNW: predominant 
trend NE to ENE 



UNIT LAND FORM 

High elevations relatively 
constant 

Some orientation, but 
not hard/soft 

A14 Very small area along 
river consisting of 
two short, en eche-
lon, sharp - crested 
ridges 

Ridges sharply V-
shaped and may be 
asymetrical, dipping 
SE 

Steep slopes 
Moderate to high 

relief 
ENE and NE lineations 
(1 each) 

Ridgelines bend NE: 
short and very slightly 
curved 

Moderate to high re-
sistance to erosion; 
fairly massive 

A15 Short, NE-trending 
ridgelets, all parallel 

Generally moderate 
slopes 

Ridge crests range 
from narrow, rounded 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1 :120,000 scale \Vest Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN . AND GRADIENT 

Too small an area for a Distinct V-shaped 
pattern to develop: cross sections with 
two primary streams smooth side slopes 
going directly in to Gradients moderate 
river to steep 

Low density Cross sections moder-
No spots or lakes ate to deep 
No branching 

Trellisized dendritic V-shaped cross sections: 
Third order tributaries quite deep, some 
Medium density flat-bottomed 
Moderate branching, Gradients range from 

but branches are steep on NW and SE 
fairly straight to gentle on NE 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

On darkish side; Nubbly, 
darker than even, 
A13 smooth 

Same asA13 Very slightly 
roughish 



Al6 

to broadly rounded 
Ridgelines NE, gener
ally short to medium 
in length - relatively 
straight 

Heavily jointed: prom
inent direction NE, 
short, all about same 
length; also ENE and 
NW, which are mod
erate in length 

Moderate resistance 
to erosion 

Orientation is structural, 
not material 

Relatively low-lying 
area with very broad 
crested ridges that are 
curved with shallow 
inner part toward 
the west 

Some of ridges just 
rounded on crest, 
not broad 

Slopes moderate 
Relief low to medium 
Lineations of moderate 

density: NNW, NE, 
NNE and EW: NNW 
are medium in length 
and the prominent 
set; NE consistently 
short 

Ridgelines sinuous, 
bent: short to med
ium in length; a few 
peaks 

Moderate resistance 
to erosion 

A few small spots, 
no lakes 

Structurally controlled 
dendritic: pattern is 
arcuate in that main 
streams radiate out 
from river and tribu
taries parallel the 
arcuate pattern 

Third order tributar-
ies common 

Evenly spaced 
Medium density 
Some spots, one lake; 

lake has relatively 
smooth boundaries 

Tributaries well-branch
ed and wiggly 

Broad, open, occas
ionally flat-bottomed 
U-shaped cross sections 

Gradients low to 
medium 

Cross sections of 
moderate depth 

Darker than 
surrounds 

Even and 
fuzzy/ 
nubbly 

Velvety 
smooth in 
agricultural 
areas 



UNIT LAND FORM 

Elevations not constant; 
probably material 
difference 

Al7 Low, slightly rounded 
to sharp-crested ridges: 
NE trend, with valley 
area between them; 
probably material 
difference 

Slopes moderate 
Relief low to medium 
Ridgelines medium to 

slightly long, NE 
trending, relatively 
straight 

Lineations NNE, NE, 
NNW, NW: latter 
two medium length; 
former, very short: 
low density 

Moderate resistance 
to erosion 

Al8 Massive-looking, 
medium-sized hills: 
much more "hill-
like" than "ridge-
like" 

Crests rounded 
Slopes moderate to 

steep 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Actually dendritic, but Generally V-shaped 
appears elongate in cross sections 
NE direction Gradients low with-

Second and third in and moderate to 
order tributaries, steep on edges 
very short Cross sections mod-

Medium density erate depth, with 
Fairly high concen- moderate side 

tration of both lakes slopes 
and spots 

Moderate branching: 
branches fairly 
straight 

Dendritic but with V-shaped cross sec-
some structural con- tions; deep, nar-
trol: NNE orientation row valleys 
to small streams Gradients moderate; 

Second and third side slopes long 
order tributaries; and smooth 
branching moderate 

Medium density 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Comparable to Nubbly 
A16 

Lighter than Lumpy 
Al6 andA17 Rounded 

Smooth 

I 



Al9 

Relief moderate 
Lineations fairly dense: 

long ones trend NE 
and N; shorter ones 
NNE,NE,WNW 

Ridgelines hairpinny; 
sinuous, curved back 
on each other; really 
different 

High resistance to 
erosion 

Random arrangement; 
no structural or ma
terial type orientation 

Relatively low-lying 
area; small ridges, 
NE- and N-trending 

Moderate relief 
Moderate slopes 
Sort of left-over area 
Possible outcrop on 

ridge crests 
Lineations have strange 

pattern, meeting in 
an area in the center: 
trend NE, N, NW 
and NNW: latter two 
medium length ex
tending out of area; 
former in area and short 

Ridgelines short NE 
and one sinuous NNW 

Ridgecrests rounded 
No orientation 
Low to moderate 

resistance to erosion 

Relatively large divide 
areas, but relatively 
evenly spaced through
out area 

A few spots and lakes, 
mainly around edges 

Gently curving main 
stream; tributaries 
relatively straight 

Pattern very similar to 
Al 7; dendritic, but 
sort of elongate 

Third order tributaries 
No apparent struc

tural control 
Longer streams follow 

boundaries; mainly 
small, short tribu tar
ies in area 

Some spots, one lake, 
primarily in NE 

Medium to high density 
Some branching; tribu

taries relatively 
straight 

V- and box-shaped 
cross sections 

Gradients low to 
moderate 

Cross sections shal
low to moderate 
in depth 

Lighter than 
Al 7 and A21, 
but darker than 
Al8 and Bl 

Uneven and 
slightly 
rough 



UNIT LAND FORM 

A20 Very small, elongate 
area 

Low, shortish ridge 
separated into three 
roughly equal-sized 
blocks 

Ridge crests narrow, 
but rounded 

Slopes moderate 
Relief low to moderate 
Somewhat similar in 

appearance to C 14 
Ridgelines short, 

straight, NE-trending 
Lineations (all 2) EW 
Moderate resistance to 

erosion 
Linear orientation 

A21 NE-trending, low to 
medium height ridge 
with peaks 

Peaks are pointy with 
rounded crests; ridges 
broad and rounded 

Relief medium to high 
Slopes medium 
Ridgelines sinuous 

and branched; trends 
range from NW through 
ENE, but mainly NE --
somewhat low density 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping nnit descriptions for the detailed 
1 ;120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

No drainage except Look like U-shaped 
tips of third order cross sections 
tributaries Gradients very short 

No lakes or spots and moderate 
Tributaries are short Very narrow, shallow 

and straight; no cross sections 
branching 

Overall pattern around Generally V-shaped 
ridge elongate radial; cross sections 
dendritic within Gradients low to 

Major streams/valleys medium 
form borders Cross sections of 

Medium to high density average depth with 
particularly in center medium side slopes, 

Third order tributaries, relatively long 
perhaps a few fourth 
order 

Lakes on borders, a few 
spots 

Both branched and un-

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Comparable to Rough; un-
A21 even to 

nubbly 

Slightly darker Swirly and 
than A9; same slightly 
asA17,A19 rough 



Lineations lower density branched tributaries; 
than surrounds: very both wiggly and straight 
long NE ones form Lakes have relatively 
borders; also NW, N, smooth shorelines 
NNE-NWmost 
common direction 

Moderate to high re-
sistance to erosion 

No structural or ma-
terial type orientation 

Bl Scruffy-looking area Dendritic Generally U-shaped Medium; a bit Fairly 
of short ridges and Third order tributaries cross sections; darker than rough 
small peaks short and all about some smaller streams A18; lighter Uneven 

Both ridges and peaks the same length; very more V-shaped; mod- than A21 
are broad and rounded few fourth order erate depth, but in 

Relief low to moderate Moderately high den- upper end 
Slopes moderate sity Gradients moderate 
Lineations mainly ENE Evenly spaced 

°' but also WNW and NE; Only dry lakes and a 
......:i very short, WNW few spots; no water-

longest ones filled lakes 
Ridge crests sinuous, Moderately branched 

irregular pattern, Most streams slightly 
quite short curved 

Moderate to low re-
sistance to erosion 

Random arrangement 

B2 Small area of medium Radial Cross sections un- Comparable to Slightly un-

elevations distinctive All third and fourth distinguishable B3;medium even 

because of joint pat- order tributaries; Gradients very low but on lighter Rounded 
tern: a diagonal very short spurs Cross sections very side Coarse 
arrangement Low density narrow, shallow 

Relief quite low Quite a few spots; and slit-like 
Slopes low one dry lake 
Lineations NNE and Tributaries branched 

ENE; latter prominent and wiggly 
Moderate resistance to 

erosion 



UNIT LAND FORM 

83 Short ridges with 
narrow but rounded 
crests; ridges narrow 

Low to moderate relief; 
topography even 

Slopes low to medium 
Ridgelines generally 

short NNE trending, 
slightly curved 

Lineations NNE, EW, 
ENE, NNW, WNW 
and NW; NNE and 
ENE prominent; 
mainly short; westish 
ones generally longer: 
medium to high 
density 

Moderate structural 
orientation 

Moderate to high re-
sistance to erosion 

84 Short, linear ridgelets 
with moderately 
broad crests; random 
arrangement 

Relief medium to low 
Slopes medium 
Lineations NE, ENE, 

NNW, WNW: eastern 
ones much more com-
mon; NNE the short-

TABLE B3. Photo mappinglunit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Dendritic/radial Where discernable, 
Third and fourth order cross sections V-

tributaries; some NNE shaped and shallow 
parallelism Gradients gentle to 

High density moderate 
Quite a number of 

dry lakes; a few 
wet, no spots 

Moderate branching 
but tributaries 
generally straight 

Lake shores mainly 
smooth, but slightly 
indented 

Parallel along an arc U- and V-shaped 
Second and third order cross sections 

tributaries; second Gradients medium 
order prominent Cross sections quite 

Medium density shallow 
Branching moderate 
Some wet, some dry, 

lakes and some spots; 
uneven shorelines 

Curved streams 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Light medium, Rounded, 
similar to 82; slightly 
lighter than lumpy 
84 

Slightly darker Rough, 
than 83; med- irregular 
ium 



BS 

est and longest 
Medium to high den

sity joints 
Ridgelines short, 

straight to slightly 
curved, NE trending 

Moderate resistance to 
erosion 

Hummocky, lumpy 
terrain; mainly round 
(plan) peaks with 
broad summits, but 
also broad, round
crested medium
length ridges 

Blocky, jointed 
appearance 

Slopes medium to 
steep 

Relief medium 
Lineations low to med

ium density; NW, NS 
ENE, NNE, WNW, 
EW, every direction: 
the more EW, the 
longer they are and 
the more NS, the 
shorter they are; 
orientations seem 
irregular; do not get 
sense of a prominent 
set 

Ridgelines squiggly to 
sinuous; all are curved, 
many branched; gen
eral NE orientation 

Moderate resistance to 
erosion 

Orientation completely 
random 

Dendritic 
Fourth order tribu

taries very common 
Most main streams 
(second or third 
order) flow SE 

Quite evenly spaced 
Medium to medium 

high density 
Many large lakes with 

very uneven edges; a 
few spots and small 
lakes 

High degree of branch-. 
ing; most small tribu
taries are wiggly 

Lake shores very 
distinctive 

V-shaped cross sec
tions; moderate in 
depth and fairly 
broad 

Gradients range from 
gentle to steep 

Dark medium; 
lighter than 
Fl, darker 
than C20 

Rough and 
uneven, 
rounded 
lumpy, but 
less so 
than B4 



-...) 
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UNIT 

B6 

B7 

LAND FORM 

Narrow, low ridgelets 
with rounded crests 

Slopes medium 
Relief medium 
Northerly orientation 

that sets it off from 
surrounds 

Primary lineation trend 
NS; also NNW and 
slightly ENE; all 
short to medium in 
length; NS longest 

Short, very slightly 
curved NNE ridge-
lines 

Moderate resistance to 
erosion 

Linear area NW of BS; 
short ridges with 
NE trend; wider at 
bases than at tops; 
crests rounded but 
narrow 

Slopes medium to 
steep 

Relief low to medium 
Ridgelines sparse: NNE 

trend, gently curving, 
generally short and 
single (not branched) 

Lineations high density 
unlike other B units; 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1 :120,000 sdtle West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

No real pattern: U- to V-shaped cross 
streams in area den- sections; deep 
dritic with fourth Gradients low to 
order tributaries but medium 
no pattern to whole 
area 

No lakes or spots 
Moderate to low 

branching; most tri-
butaries short and 
straight 

Trellis-type pattern: U-shaped cross sec-
not much drainage tions 
because such a Gradients low to med-
narrow area ium 

Third order tributar- Cross sections shallow 
ies more common to moderate in depth; 
than fourth order not distinctive 

Some structural con-
trol 

Medium density 
Uneven spacing 
Both wet and dry lakes 

and some spots, but 
nothing distinctive; 
lakes have uneven, ir-

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Slightly light- Uneven, 
er than BS rougher 

thanA 
units, but 
not really 
rough 

Slightly light- Smoother 
er than BS than BS 

and B6-
sort of 
nubbly 



short to medium in regular shorelines like 
length; NNE, NW, BS 
ENE, NE; NNE pro- Some branching; streams 
minent set curved 

Moderate resistance to 
erosion 

Linear orientation, 
but looks structural 

Cl Long, narrow region -- Structurally controlled; Broad, open, Tone compar- Smooth and 
not a ridge or a no pattern (area V-shaped cross able to sur- velvety in 
valley, but contains too small); second sections rounds fields 
both lower and order streams cross Gradients low to Nubbly and 
higher areas that are through and tribu- moderate slightly un-
different from sur- taries (third order) Cross sections med- even 
rounding units form boundaries ium depth 

Relief low to medium Low density 
Slopes medium Couple of very small 
NNE lineations form lakes or large spots 

-..J sides, but none on borders; none - within unit within unit 
Ridgeline medium No branching: streams 

length, NNE short, straight and 
Structural orientation; parallel 

some material, also 
Low to moderate re-

sistance to erosion 
Crests are gently 

rounded and broad 

C2 A long narrow ridge, No pattern; structur- V-shaped cross sections Comparable to Slightly 
sometimes multilple ally controlled; Gradients moderate C9; slightly rough and 
crests; individual same as CI - second to steep lighter than uneven to 
crests quite sharp order streams cut A units nubbly 
and narrow: NNE through and third 
orientation parallel boundaries 

Medium to steep Low to medium 
slopes density 

Ridgelines medium One small lake, no 
long and straight, spots 
trend NNE No branching 



UNIT LANDFORM 

Very long lineations 
form boundaries, 
medium to long 
within: NNE and 
NNW; very few of 
latter 

Some variation in 
material type: hard/ 
soft 

Moderate resistance 
to erosion 

C3 Very small unit: small 
hill with herringbone 
pattern (folding?) 
on crest; crest re-
latively broad, con-
stant elevation 

Steep slopes 
Moderate relief 
NNE andNNW 

lineations; few and 
short 

Ridgelines curved, 
NNE trending 

Fairly resistant to 
erosion 

C4 V-shaped area that 
looks like the nose 
of a fold 

TABLE 83. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 sc.hle West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Radial V-shaped cross 
Second order streams sections 
Low density Moderate to steep 
No spots or lakes gradients 
Streams curved to Cross sections nar-

slightly wiggly; row and slit-like 
about half branched but not deep 

No real pattern: Difficult to see, 
"elongate" radial but cross sections 

One first order stream look V-shaped 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Comparable to Nubbly 
C4; slightly 
darker than CS 

Slightly darker Nubbly 
than C9; com-
parable to C22 



A high area, ridge crossing through; Gradients steep 
with deep valleys all tributaries sec- Cross sections nar-
surrounding it - NNE ond order and med- row but not as 
trend ium to short in length slit-like as C3; shallow 

Ridge crest consists of Long first order 
small ridges: whole streams form bound-
ridges is basically aries 
inverted U-shaped Medium density 

Steep slopes Very small lake; some 
Relief medium on spots; a dry lake 

sides, low within Tributaries fairly short, 
Ridgelines medium straight, and parallel 

to medium long; 
curved, no branching 

Long lineations form 
borders; mainly NNE 
trending, and medium 
to short in length 

Structural, not ma-

-..J 
terial, orientation 

w Low to moderate re-
sistance to erosion 

cs Basically a ridge, but Parallel V-shaped cross sec- Light-toned Roughish, 

a low one with Second and third tions; some deep where not nubbly, 

higher ones to the order tributaries and narrow built-up but looks 

SE after intervening Low density Gradients low to soft 

valley Some very small medium 
Ridge crest not lakes; look man- Some cross sections 

continuous, softly made; smooth flat-bottomed (lar-
rounded shorelines ger, deeper ones) 

Relief medium to low No branching; streams 
Slopes medium to low fairly straight, but 
Ridgelines go all direc- no similar orientatioq 

tions; curved and except downslope 
branched; NNE 
most common trend 

Lineations low density: 
trend NE, NNW, WNW, 
ENE; medium length; 
NNE most common 
direction 



UNIT LAND FORM 

Low to moderate 
resistance to erosion 

No orient~tion at all 

C6 Small, asymetrical ridge 
and two conical 
hills: ridge has nar-
row crest and dips 
S; hills have broad, 
rounded tops 

Relief medium 
Slopes medium 
No lineations, but 

linear orientation 
Ridgelines curving, 

WNW trend 
Moderately resistant 

to erosion 

C7 Deep, linear valleys -
includes hummocky 
terrain on SE side 

Valley bottom very 
narrow, but flat 
where wide enough 

Relief medium to low 
Slopes medium to low 
No ridgelines 
Very, very long linea-

tions, NNE trend, 
some long ones ENE; 
medium to low 
density 

TABLE B3. Photo mappmg unit descriptions for the detailed 
1:120,000 &Cale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Very little to no N/A 
drainage; if pushed, 
radial 

No tributaries 
Very low density 
No spots or lakes 
No branching; curved 

streams 

Parallel (?): first order Box-shaped channel; 
stream with perpendi- actual valley is 
cular second and very V-shaped and asy-
few third order tribu- metrical with steep 
taries that are parallel slope on WNW 

Medium density Tributary cross sec-
One lake, no spots tions soft, V-shaped 
Tributaries wiggly and Gradient very low 

branched 
Main str~am gently 

curvini, some seal-
lops 

PHOTO PHOTO 
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Comparable to Nubbly 
cs 

Built-up: N/A Fine and 
soft 



Valley bottom soft 
material; sides, 
Jess so 

C8 A medium length Parallel: streams flow- V-shaped cross Comparable to Uneven, 
ridge between the ing off ridge on each sections CIO slightly 
two valleys ofC7; side Gradients medium nubbly 
lower than neigh- Almost all second to steep 
boring ridges order tributaries Cross sections, par-

Ridge crest not con- with very few third ticularly of large 
tinuous: ranges from order streams, quite deep, 
narrow to broad and Medium to low density but most narrow 
flatish Couple of spots/small 

Sort of hilly/hum- Jakes and one mediuf(l-
mocky rather than sized Jake 
prominent ridges Little to no branching 

Boundary slopes steep, Tributaries relatively 
but moderate within straight and parallel 
unit Lake shores very slightly 

.....i Relief medium irregular, more smoO'~h 
VI Ridgelines short to than not 

medium, sparse, slightly 
curved; a few peaks 

Lineations medium den-
sity, but denser than 
in surrounding units: 
NNE, NS, EW, ENE; 
all about the same 
length, none prominent; 
short to medium length 

C9 Three ridges all about Dendritic and trellis; NE/SW cross sections Medium, per- Slightly 

same height; only high structural con- U-shaped; NW /SE haps slightly roughish, 

eastern-most is con- trol in central area; ones V-shaped darker than C2 but lumpy 

tinuous; all three are present elsewhere, NE/SW gradients low; 
of lower elevation but Jess NW/SE ones moderate 
than ridges of neigh- Density medium or to steep 
boring units medium to low Cross sections, parti-

Ridges V-shaped with Third order tribu- cularly NE/SW, are 
narrow, fairly sharp taries common with very deep with long, 
crests a few fourth order smooth side slopes 



UNIT LAND FORM 

Definite linear mater· 
ial orientation; softer 
material occurs in nar-
rower bands than more 
resistant material 

Moderate resistance 
(varying) to erosion 

Lineations moderately 
dense: NNE dominant, 
but also WNW, ENE; 
either quite short or 
medium long 

Ridgelines fairly straight, 
medium length, NNE 
trend; a couple branched, 
a couple of peaks 

Slopes medium to steep 
Relief medium to high 

CIO A single continuous 
ridge with a narrow, 
moderately sharpish, 
crest; highest in the 
south; definite 
orientation 

Slopes medium to 
steep 

Relief medium 
Ridgeline Jong, 

slightly curved 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

A few spots, several 
lakes, one of decent 
size; smooth shorelines 

Parallel: off sides of Cross sections hard 
ridge to see, but V-

Second order tribu- shaped 
taries; parallel Gradients medium 

Low density Cross sections very 
Streams on south shallow 

seem to stop at 
boundary 

No branching; 
streams straight 

One dry lake; a couple 

PHOTO PHOTO 
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Comparable to Smooth and 
C9: medium relatively 

even 



Lineations very sparse, of spots 
NNE,NW 

Quite resistant to 
erosion 

Cll A flattish area, at Trellis; highly struc- Cross sections very Fairly light Rounded 

lower elevation than turally controlled broad and open, but with dark and some-

surrounds; distinguish- Primarily second and more V- than U- spots; a bit what 

ed by parallel NNE third order tributar- shaped darker than smooth 

trending stripes and ies: NE/SW ones long; Gradients low Cl2 

spots; definite orienta- NW /SE ones very 
ti on short 

Slopes gentle to mod- Medium density highest 
erate concentration of 

Relief low to medium spots, many lakes, 
Lineations very dense; both wet and dry; 

close to highest on highest concentration 
photo; NNE very on photo; generally 
prominent, very few small 

........ NNW; most are med- Branching fairly common; 

........ ium and long, but a branches straight and 
few short; bounding parallel 
lineations very long 

Ridgelines NNE trending, 
medium to long, and 
quite straight 

Elevation relatively con-
stant across unit 

Low to moderate resis-
tance to erosion; re-
latively homogeneous 

C12 V-shaped ridge with Dendritic with strong Open, V-shaped cross Slightly light- Smooth 

rounded crest: breaks trellis overtones sections er than B3 Velvety in 

up into ridgelets on Third and some fourth Gradients generally and Cl 1 fields 

either end order tributaries low Rounded 

Looks rather gentle Long streams parallel Cross sections shal- and softer-

Slopes low to medium borders low to moderate in looking 

Relief medium NE/SW tributaries very: derth than Cl l 

Ridgelines relatively short 



....... 
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UNIT 

Cl3 

LAND FORM 

long and fairly straight 
with a few branches; 
also some short ones 

Lineations high density; 
primarily NNE, but 
also EW, ENE, and 
NNW; NNE lineations 
short to medium length, 
EW ones moderately 
long 

Moderate resistance to 
erosion 

Obvious structural, but 
not material, orienta-
ti on 

A high area, more with 
peaks than ridges, 
but not really either 

Moderate to steep 
slopes 

Moderate relief 
Scalloped south 

boundary 
Looks massive 
Ridgelets have rounded 

crests; ridges sort 
ofU-shaped 

Prominent lineations 
NNE, all lengths; 
also EW, NNW, 
and NE 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Couple of lakes; not 
significant 

Branching moderate 
Two orientations 

(streams in each par-
allel): perpendicular 
to orientation and par-
allel to it 

Radial more than any- Cross sections very 
thing broad and open; 

Second and third order can't see if V- or 
tributaries that vary U-shaped 
in length Gradients moderate 

Medium to low density Some tributaries have 
A few dry lakes along V-shaped cross sec-

sou them edge; no tions 
spots 

Branching common, no 
orientation in wiggly 
tributaries 

PHOTO PHOTO 
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Light Overall 
smooth, 
but uneven 
and hard-
looking 

Rounded 



Long sinuous ridge-
line with spurs along 
length; trends EW 
then turns NNE 

Moderate to high resis-
tance to erosion; looks 
spalled off 

Structural orientation 

C14 Hills, some slightly Parallel with parallel Deep, V-shaped Significantly Smooth 
elongate with a tributaries entering cross sections lighter than where not 
s<riped or layered at right angles Steep gradients A9, but darker striped; 
appearance Relatively low density Cross sections narrow than Cl3 rough and 

Rounded crests Second and third uneven 
Steep slopes order tributaries elsewhere 
Relief medium to high Very little to no 
Ridgelines ENE, branching 

short to medium in Virtually no spots; 
length, curved, and one lake, very small 

...... branched Branches relatively 

"° Lineations medium to straight and parallel 
high density; prominent where branches present 
trend is NE (medium 
and short); also ENE, 
WNW, EW, and NNE 

Moderate to high resis-
tance to erosion 

Structural orientation 

C15 Low, hummocky or hill Dendritic Both U- and V-shaped Slightly darker Slightly 
area between C 13 Up to fourth order cross sections than C13 and rough and 
and C14 tributaries, but third Gradients medium C14 uneven 

Broad, rounded crests order most common Cross sections shallow 
on hummocks Medium density to moderate depth 

Medium to low relief Even spacing of main 
Slopes low to medium streams 
Less resistance to A couple of lakes (in 

erosion than most cirques?) and a few 
ofC units spots; lakes have 

No regularity or pattern smo·oth, rounded 
within unit shorelines 
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UNIT 

C16 

Cl7 

LAND FORM 

Low to medium density 
lineations; NNE most 
common direction; aho 
NE, WNW 

Ridgelines short, 
branched, irregular; 
peaks sparse 

Main feature a narrow, 
sharp-crested little 
ridge; low area on 
each side 

Slopes medium to steep 
Relief low 
Ridgelines sparse; 

slightly curved; sev· 
eral peaks 

Lineations low to med· 
ium density; WNW, 
NNW,ENE 

Low resistance to 
erosion; two materials 

Structural and material 
orientation 

Small area similar to 
C 11, but with ridges 
between stripes with 
more relief; mainly 
flattish (a dry lake 
bed included) 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping !unit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scalil~ West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

No pattern; too small Can't discern 
an area cross sections 

Third and fourth order Low gradients 
tributaries; dendritic 
appearance 

Medium density 
Several small to medium 

lakes, wet and dry; 
and quite a few spots 

Some branching; branches 
short and straight 

More radial than any- Cross sections 
thing: very small broad, open, 
area; structurally and basically 
controlled; tribu- U-shaped 
taries are quite trellis Gradients low 

Primarily third order Cross sections almost 

PHOTO PHOTO 
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Comparable to Nubbly 
B7; medium 

Comparable to Slightly 
Cl;medium uneven 



00 - Cl8 

Ridges are rounded 
and U-shaped; not 
very long 

Slopes medium to low 
Relief medium to low 
NNE lineations very 

prominent; medium 
length; also NNW 

Ridgelines quite 
curvey, more so than 
elsewhere; short and 
medium length 

Structural and material 
orientation 

Varying resistance to 
erosion, both hard 
and soft materials; 
probably low to 
moderate overall 

North end of a large 
ridge; ends in a V 
in plan view 

Massive looking 
Crest fairly con

tinuous 
Ridge V-shaped, but 

not sharp 
Ridgelines sparse; do

minated by one long, 
slightly curved one; 
some short ones, too: 
NNE-trending 

ENE lineations domin
ate; pattern distinct 
from those of sur
rounding units; also 
EW, NE, and NW; 
long ones form SE 
boundary 

tributaries; straight 
and parallel 

Low to medium 
density 

Several dry lakes and 
a couple of spots: 
not significant 

No branching 

Parallel: streams flow 
SE and NW off high 
area 

Only third order tri
butaries 

Medium to low density 
Couple of small lakes, 

wet and dry and a 
couple of spots: not 
significant: lakes have 
smooth shorelines 

Streams relatively 
straight; very little 
branching 

flat-bottomed, not 
really deep or even 
medium, but not 
really shallow either 

Cross sections V
shaped in N/S di
rection; can't dis
cern in E/W; mere 
slits -- all are shallow 

Gradients moderate 
to steep; uneven 

Slightly darker 
than Cl 1 and 
Cl2 

Rounded 
and lumpy; 
uneven and 
slightly 
rough 
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UNIT 

Cl9 

C20 

LAND FORM 

Moderate resistance 
to erosion 

Both structural and 
material orientation 

A series of narrow, 
steep-sided ridgelets 
between parallel 
lineations 

Ridge crests rounded, 
ridges U-shaped 

Decrease in elevation 
to the NW 

Slopes moderate 
Relief medium 
Lineations medium 

density, medium 
length; primarily 
NNE trending, but 
also ENE and WNW 

Ridgelines short or 
short branches on one 
long one; continue 
out of unit 

Low to moderate resis-
tance to erosion 

Variations in m:iterial 
type: soft/hard 

SE-facing slope with 
indistinct ridges, more 
distinct in south; also 

TABLE 83. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scAfe West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Dendritic with strong U-shaped cross 
trellis overtones sections 

Third and fourth Gradients moderate 
order tributaries; Cross sections open 
enter main stream and relatively 
at right angles; some broad; of moderate 
branching depth: some uneven-

Streams parallel boun- ness, breaks in slope 
daries 

Medium density 
Some spots 
Main streams wiggly, 

tributaries straight 
and of moderate length. 

Trellis Both U- and V-shaped 
Uneven spacing cross sections 
Primarily third order Gradients low or low 

PHOTO PHOTO 
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Comparable to More ragged 
C18 and C20 looking 

than Cl2 
andC17;a 
bit uneven 
and sort of 
softer than 
surrounds 

Light medium; Slightly 
comparable to rough 
C19; lighter 



teeny little hills with tributaries with some to medium than BS 
rounded and round fourth order V-shape<l cross sec-
(plan) crests Medium density tions art narrow 

Slopes low to medium Some lakes and spots; slits, an<l U-shaped 
Relief low to medium not significant; are shallow to mod-
Ridgelines short to smooth but irregular erate in depth and 

medium, slightly cur- lake shores fairly broad 
ved, NNE trending; Some branching, but 
some branching, some tributaries mainly 
peaks straight 

Lineations medium to 
medium/high density; 
very long NNE going 
down to short; also 
WNW, EW, and ENE; 
NNE very prominent 

Low to moderate resis-
tance to erosion 

Some structural orien-
00 tation, but minor 
w 

C21 Asymmetrical, steep- Very little drainage, U-shaped cross sections Light, lighter Smooth 
sided ridge with con- just tips of streams Moderate gradients than C19 and 
tinuous crest; "dips" in area; probably Cross sections of and C20 
toward SE radial moderate depth; 

NW slope quite Low density medium to broad 
steep; SE slopes No spots or lakes in width 
medium Streams curved to 

Relief high on NW, slightly wiggly; 
low to medium on SE branched 

Ridge crest relatively 
sharp and narrow 

Lineations low density; 
NNE and WNW; med-
ium to long 

Ridgelines long and 
slightly curved 

Moderate resistance to 
erosion: looks massive 



UNIT LAND FORM 

C22 A series of en echelon, 
triangular hills; 
elongate 

Slopes moderate, 
steeper on west side 

Medium to low relief 
Ridge crests are rela-

tively sharp 
Total pattern area 

trends N, but hills 
themselves trend 
NNE 

Ridgelines short, 
slightly curved; 
general NNE trend 

Llneations sparse, no 
regular pattern: ENE, 
NNE, WNW, NS; 
short to medium 
length 

Moderate resistance 
to erosion 

C23 Small ridges and hills; 
hills similar to those 
of BS, but smaller 
(and not associated 
with ridges in BS) 

Slopes low to medium 
Relief low 
Ridgelines vary in 

trend from NW to SE, 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1 :120,000 sicale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE. 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Elongate radial Cross sections both 
Third and fourth U- and V-shaped 

order tributaries just Gradients low 
touch edge of area Cross section depth 

One main stream varies from low I 
with short, un- moderate to fairly 
branched parallel deep -- most are 
tributaries fairly broad and 

Fairly evenly spaced open 
spots, one lake with 
smooth shoreline 

Low density 

Basically parallel: Cross sections more 
structural control; U- than V-shaped, 
streams flow WNW shallow, and broad; 

Third and fourth order and of low to mod-
tributaries erate depth 

Medium density Generally low gradients 
A couple of very 

small lakes and 
spots; smooth 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Fairly light -- Slightly 
lighter than rough, but 
BS and C23 even -has 

sort of a 
"swept 
clean" 
appearance 

Darker than C22 Slightly 
and just a rough 
shade lighter 
than BS; med-
ium 



average is NNE, and lake shores 
more are NNE than Tributaries generally 
any other direction; short and straight, 
many distinctly cur- but some wiggly; 
ved; peaks parallel 

Lineations fairly low 
density; short NNE 
most common, but 
also WNW, NS, and 
ENE; sort of pattern-
less area 

Some structural orien-
tation, but minor 

Low to moderate resis-
tance to erosion 

C24 Narrow, discontinuous, Trellis around, but not Flat-bottomed, V- Comparable to Nubbly 
sharp-crested ridge; within; only one shaped cross sec- Cl andC4 and 
triangular-shaped third order tributary ti on smooth 

00 Slopes steep Low density Gradient medium 
VI Relief medium to low A couple of small Cross section deep 

Long NNE lineations lakes, a few spots 
bound, two short Stream straight 
NNEwithin 

Ridgelines short to 
medium, fairly 
straight, NNE-trending 

Low to moderate resis-
tance to erosion 

Dl Two narrow, sharp- Parallel(?); one main Both U- and V-shaped Comparable to Smooth 
crested, NNE-trend- stream with short cross sections; but C9 and 
ing ridges with seal- little tributaries V-shaped more nubbly 
loped crests coming off common 

Ridges continuous, Second order Gradients in NNE/ 
slightly asymetrical tributaries SSW direction mod-
(dip toward SE) Low density erate or medium to 

Both ridges have faint Small lakes mainly low; steep in opposite 
appearance of on borders; no spots direction 
layering Tributaries straight Cross sections deep 

Lineations very low and on line, some and steep-sided 



00 
O"I 

UNIT 

D2 

LAND FORM 

density and very long; 
NNE trend, one NNW 

Long, sinuous ridge-
lines; longest in study 
area; NNE trend 

Overall trend is more 
N than surrounding 
units 

Strong structural and 
material orientation 

Low to medium resis-
tance to erosion 

Two sharp, very narrow, 
continuous ridges 
with NE trend 

Slopes steep 
Relieflow to medium 
Ridgelines long and 

straight; NE trend 
Medium density linea-

tions, quite long, 
with NE trend only; 
parallel neighboring 
units except D 1 

Possible material 
orientation; definite 
structural orientation 

Moderate to high resis-
tance to erosion 

TABLE 83. Photo ulapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1:120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAIN A.GE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

with a few wigglies 

Trellis(?); very stiuc- V-shaped cross 
turally controlled sections 

Second and third order Low to moderate 
tributaries gradients 

Medium to low density Some cross 
Quite a few small 1akes sections are ex-

and spots for size of tremely shallow saucers, 
area; lake shores are almost indistinct; 
smooth others deep and 

Tributaries short, steep-sided 
straight, and parallel 

No branching 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Slightly light- Nubbly and 
er than Dl smooth 
andC9 



El Low, broad-crested, Basically radial U- and V-shaped Light to med- Rough, 
slug-like ridges, Second and third cross sections; some ium; less vege- uneven 
broadest in area; order tributaries; U-shaped ones verg- tated parts same 
trend NS some branching in ing on box-shaped asE4 

Relief medium to low north with slanted sides 
Slopes medium to low Low to medium density Gradients low to med-
Lineations widely spaced, A few spots around ium or low 

low density; NS, NNE, the edges and one Cross sections range 
WNW; mainly medium large lake with from medium width 
in length, some long (NS) smooth shorelines and depth "average" 

Ridgelines medium to Both slightly wiggly V's to very wide, 
long, distinctly curved; and fairly straight broad, open U's 
longer ones trend (or gently curved) 
NS, shorter, NE; some tributaries; slight 
peaks and branching orientation or 

Moderate resistance to parallelism 
erosion 

Oriented, but doesn't 
look either structural 

CX> or material: glacial? 
-....! 

E2 Low-lying area of hum- No real pattern, t~ut V-shaped cross sections Comparable to Smooth and 
mocky appearance; it could be called Gradients into C7 are CIO and E3 a bit 
low ridges with modified dendritic steep or medium nubbly 
rounded crests and Second and third order to steep; within unit, 
a few small hills tributaries they are gentle to 

Topography much Low to medium medium 
gentler than elsewhere density Cross sections asymme-

Relief low One large lake and a trical, fairly broad 
Slopes low to medium couple of smaller for stream size; mod-

(steeper into C7) ones; no spots: ~m- erate depth 
Lineations medium to even and irregul~r 
low density; trend shorelines, but li:ss 
NNW, N, NW, NE; so than B units 
general trend westerly Both short, straight, 

Low or low to moder- parallel tributatjes 
ate resistance to and branched, \\;iggly 
erosion ones; former go into 

Structural orientation C7 



00 
00 

UNIT 

E3 

E4 

LAND FORM 

Low-lying area with 
arcuate ridges --
higher in elevation 
than E2, but still 
lower than surrounds; 
also series of hills 
in arcuate pattern 

Relief medium to low 
Slopes low to medium 
Ridge and hill lines 

arcuate; straight line 
trend would be NNW; 
medium to short in 
length 

Lineations medium 
density: NNW, ENE, 
NNE,WNW; none 
prominent 

Obvious structural orien-
ta ti on 

Moderate or low to 
moderate resistance 
to erosion 

A discontinuous ridge 
with a long, steep 
slope on the NW and 
a much more gentle 
slope on the SE: it 
is a prominent ridge 
from the NW but only 
a ridgelet from the SE 

TABLE B3. Photo riapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Sort of elongate radial; U-shaped cross sections 
second and third Gentle gradients 
order tributaries. Cross sections mod-
flow off ridges and erately deep, narrow; 
go out of area; cine long side slopes 
stream with den-
dritic pattern 

Medium density 
A very few small lakes 

or spots 
Short, straight, uh-

branched tributaries: 
these are the branches 
on larger strearrls out-
side the area 

Parallel on NW slope; Cross sections hard 
more or less dendritic to see, but look V-
in SE, but just heads shaped; very shallow; 
of small fourth or also some U-shaped 
fifth order tributaries Gradients very steep 

The parallel tributaries on the NW; low on SE 
are longer than paral- U-shaped cross sections 
lei streams elsewhere; of moderate depth 

I I 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Comparable to Very slightly 
E2 and ClO rough and 

uneven 

Very slightly Lumpy but 
lighter than smooth 
E2 andE3 



ES 

The NW slope is lumpy 
and uneven; lumps are 
smooth 

Relief medium to high 
in the NW; low to 
medium on SE 

Ridge trends mainly 
N, but is curved on 
ends 

Crest is rounded 
Lineations low density; 

only NNW and ENE; 
about equal promin
ence 

Long, curved, branched 
ridgeline; among the 
longer in the study area 

Moderate to moderate to 
high resistance to erosion 

No orientation 

A series of small, 
rounded peaks on 
a ridge crest that 
is almost wiggly 

Steeper slopes toward 
C7; overall, slopes 
medium to steep 

Relief medium to high 
Little peaks are round

ish in plan view and 
almost all are rounded 
on top; one more 
conical 

Ridgelines all snakey: 
general orientation 
N, but they're high-
ly curved; some peaks; 
very little branching 

second order 
Medium density 
No spots, no lakes 
Generally unbranched, 

fairly straight tribu
taries; even branched 
are fairly straight 

Parallel/ elonga t~ 
radial 

Second and third 
order tributari~s 
flow off high 21rea; 
some branching; 
most streams short 

Medium density, but 
higher than E4 

Large streams parallel 
E and W borders 

Small lakes and a 
couple of spots on 
borders 

Tributaries sligt~tly 
wiggly 

V-shaped cross 
sections 

Moderate gradients 
Cross sections very 

wide, low to med
ium depth; larger 
ones flat-bottomed 

Comparable to 
E3; darker 
than E4 

Knobby 



UNIT LAND FORM 

Lineations medium den-
sity: NNW and NE; 
latter more common 
but shorter 

Moderate resistance to 
erosion 

No orientation 

E6 Either a discontinuous 
ridge or a ridge and 
a hill 

Hard-looking 
Ridge trends ENE; 

V-shaped; fairly 
sharp crest (narrow, 
at least) but rounded 

Relief medium to low 
Slopes medium 
Lineations medium 

density (high for E 
units); ENE the pro-
rninent direction; also 
NNW and WNW, med-
ium to short in length 

Ridgelines curved and 
branched; very irre-
gular pattern, as is 
characteristic of E units 

Moderate resistance to 
erosion 

Structural orientation 
moderate 

TABLE 83. Ph(Jto mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DR,/'\INAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Radial: very little Cross sections pri· 
drainage;just tips marily V-shaped, 
of small streams but also U-shaped 

Fourth order tributar- Gradients low to 
ies medium 

Medium density U-shaped cross sec-
Evenly spaced tions quite deep 
No spots; no lakes with medium length 
Branched, leafy tribu- . side slopes; V's are 

taries wide and of moderate 
depth 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Lighter than BS Hard; very 
and ES slightly 

roughish 



E7 A narrow valley bot- No pattern, a primary, Valley is flat-bottomed Bright and Velvety, 
tom, continuation of first order stream; V-shaped; cannot light soft 
valley part ofC7, but tributaries go into see actual channel 
no hummocky side- this stream shape 
slopes No spots or lakes Gradient low 

Slope low Stream is fairly wiggly Narrow cross section 
Relief very low although its valley 
No ridge lines is extremely straight 
One very long linea-

tion; second longest 
in study area 

Probably both mater-
ial and structural 
orientation (fault) 

Very low resistance to 
erosion 

Probably different 
material than C7 

\0 E8 Small, but massive- Parallel V-shaped cross Darker than Slightly - appearing ridge trend- Primarily shqrt, sec- sections E6 and B6 uneven 
ing ENE; continuous ond order tfibu taries Gradients medium to 
crest, which is slightly going into E7, but steep 
broad and rounded several are branched Cross sections deep 

Steep slope into E7, with third qrder tri- with long, smooth 
moderate elsewhere butaries side slopes; fairly 

Relief is medium to Very even sp11cing narrow; possibly a 
high Medium den~ity bit flat-bottomed 

Lineations short, NE, No spots, no lakes 
ENE, NNE, and Tributaries pflrallel 
NNW; easterly ones and very ge11tly 
prominent; medium curved 
density, but high for 
E units 

Curved, branched, med-
ium length ridgelines; 
general NE trend 

Moderate resistance to 
erosion 

Possible structural 
orientation 



UNIT LAND FORM 

E9 A narrow ridge with 
scalloped crest; 
similar to Dl, but 
crest is wider and not 
as smooth; ridge is 
less even than D 1 
ridge 

Ridge crest is more 
or less continuous 
with saddles 

NW slope steep; 
SE slope medium 

Like E4, NW slope 
much longer than 
SE slope 

Relief medium to 
high on NW, low 
to medium on SE 

Ridgelines long and 
sinuous with a cou-
ple of branches 

One NNW lineation; 
all others stop at 
borders 

Moderate resistance 
to erosion 

Possible structural 
orientation 

EIO Three short, NNE-
trending ridges with 
rounded but fairly 

TABLE B3. Pho:to mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1:120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

D~AGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Parallel Cross sections very 
Second and tlilrd broad, shallow, 

order tributaries; open V's 
short and straight Gradients steep on 

Very low denitlty NW, medium on SE 
No spots or lakes 
Tributaries stl:aight 

and unbranched 

More radial than any- Cross sections are 
thing, but no real broad and open, 
pattern probably V-shaped 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Comparable to Sort of 
E4 or medium lumpy, but 

not as 
much so as 
E4 

Slightly light· Fairly 
er than E9 smooth 

and even 



FI 

narrow crests 
Pattern area trends ENE 
Slopes medium on SE, 

gentle on NW 
Lineations medium 

density (verging on 
medium to high); 
ENE the prominent 
direction, but also NS 

Low to moderate 
resistance to erosion 

Possible material and 
structural orientation 

Relief medium to low 

Relatively low-lying 
area of hills and 
ridges with fairly 
sharp narrow crests; 
several ridges basically 
cigar-shaped but 
crests narrow 

Slopes moderate 
Relief low to medium 
Lineations medium to 

low density; NE 
and just barely 
NNW, WNW and ENE; 
NE and NW prominent; 
former Jong, latter 
medium 

Ridgelines curved and 
branched; peaks; trend 
N and NE 

Low to moderate resis
tance to erosion 

Orientation, but not 
obvious 

Second and third 
order tributaries 

Low density 
One spot; some on 

borders with F, 
but not within unit 

Streams quite wiggly 
and well-branched 

Radial overall; dendri
tic for each stream; 
very slight suggestion 
of structural control 

Third and fourth order 
tributaries; ~enerally 
short, branched, and 
wiggly 

Medium density 
Several medium-sized 

Jakes with vpry smooth 
even shorelines 

I 

Gradients medium 
to low 

Shallow cross sections 

Cross sections both 
V- and U-shaped, 
former wide and 
open; former 
prominent 

Low gradients 
Cross sections range 

from narrow to medium 
in width, low to mod
erate in depth 

Much darker 
than F8, and 
darker than G2 

Uneven and 
irregular 



UNIT LAND FORM 

F2 Low-lying area, slightly 
lower than F 1; long, 
narrow ridges; all about 
same width: joint 
blocks 

Slopes low to moderate 
Relief low 
Also a couple of hills 
Ridge crests rounded 
Ridgelines short and 

quite straight; little 
branching and only 
one curved; trend is 
NE in the SE and 
swings NNE in the 
NE 

Lineations medium 
density; main trend 
is NNE; also NW and 
EW 

Low to moderate resis-
tance to erosion 

F3 Higher area with 
irregular topography; 
sort of rough-sur-
faced plateau with a 
couple of hills; 
no distinct ridges 

Slopes medium to steep 
on NW and into re-
servoirs, low to med-
ium elsewhere 

TABLE 83. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1: l 20,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 
-

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

More or less riadial; Cross sections both 
about 3S% df U- and V-shaped, 
area a lake ~rith and range from narrow 
smooth, rounded slits to quite broad; 
edges shallow 

Some structu.ral con- Low gradients 
trol in small streams 

Tributaries up to third 
order; generally short, 
parallel 

Larger streams follow 
boundaries 

Medium density 
One very larg,e lake, 

several medium-sized 
ones; no spots; all 
lakes very rounded, 
and in shaq> contrast to 
those in BS; very 
smooth, rounded, 
even shorelines 

Some boggy areas 

No particulat pattern; U-shaped cross sec-
aspects of parallel, tions 
trellis, and dendritic Gradients within low 

Hard to tell, but looks but medium to high 
like primarily second on NW border and 
and third order tribu- into reservoirs 
taries; generally short Cross sections shal-
and generally show low to medium, mod-
some structural con- erate width 
trol 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Slightly light- Rough 
er than Fl, where un-
much darker cultivated; 
than EIO, smooth 
F8 and fine 

where 
cultivated 

Lighter than Rather 
F2 and F4; smooth 
darker than and even 
BS andEIO 



...-

Lineations low to med- Low density 
ium density; NE most Lots of lakes with 
common direction; smoothly curving 
length varies but gen- shorelines; a couple 
erally short; also NW, of dry lakes: no 
EW, and ENE spots 

Ridgelines vary from Tributaries gently 
very short to medium; curved 
straight to highly Some branching, 
curved; trend is gen- but not much 
erally NE; not a dis-
tinctive pattern 

Low to moderate resis-
tance to erosion 

Some structural orien-
ta ti on 

F4 Narrow, indistinct Basically den!fritic, but Cross sections shal- Darker than F2 Smooth 
ridges increasing in very under-developed low and U-shaped or F3; com par- and even 

'° 
elevation from east All streams flpw into or saucer-shaped able to FS 

VI to west, merging in- reservoirs Gradients low 
to F3 Possible structural 

Ridges have very control in tribu-
rounded crests taries, whicq are 

Relief medium to low second and \hird 
Slopes medium to low order 
Relatively subdued Very irregular looking 

topography pattern 
Low to moderate Contains part of large 

resistance to erosion reservoir an4 one 
No apparent orien- smooth-shor,ed lake, 

ta ti on medium-size,d 
Tributaries shprt, 

straight and branched 

FS A higher elevation Very strange but dis- Both U- and V-shaped Darker than F3 Lumpy, 
area dominated tinct pattern; arcu- cross sections; U- comparable to rough, un-
by a very short, al- ate; tributari.es flow shaped predominate F4 even; al-
most equidimensional out of area qn west; Gradients medium to most 
ridge or a very slightly to the south,. on the steep blocky 
elongate hill west and NNw; Cross sections of med-



UNIT LAND FORM 

Some little hills and some 
short, narrow ridges 

Slopes uneven, medium 
to medium to steep 

Relief medium 
Ridgelines medium in 

length, curvy, and 
branched; NNW trend 

Lineations medium den-
sity, fairly evenly 
spaced; NS most com-
mon direction; also 
ENE, WNW 

Moderate resistance to 
erosion in general, but 
high for C, D, E and 
F units 

Little to no orientation 

F6 Small narrow area on 
edge of photo, so hard 
to describe; linear, 
cigar-shaped ridges 
with broad, gently 
rounded crests 

Slopes low to medium 
Relief low to medium 
No trend to ridgelines; 

all directions: curved, 
medium length 

Lineations medium den-
sity, trend primarily 

TABLE 83. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
P • ..AN AND GRADIENT 

and those on ium or average depth; 
the east have similar average width 
arcuate pattern 

Second and third order 
tributaries 

Medium to low density 
Some very small lakes 

and/or spots; lakes 
have smooth shore-
lines 

streams are branched 
and branches are 
straight 

No pattern V-shaped cross sec-
Second order tribu- tions 

taries Gradients low to 
Low density medium 
One medium-sized Cross sections fair-

lake and a couple ly narrow, but only 
of very small ones; of medium depth 
shorelines smooth 
but somewhat angular 

Tributaries quite 
long and straight; 
some, but little, 
branching 

I I 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Comparable to Even; very 
F4 and FS smooth 

and fine 
where 
cultivated 



NS, but also NNW; 
medium length 

Low to moderate resis-
tance to erosion 

Moderate orientation, 
but doesn't look 
structural: glacial? 

F7 Again, small area in No real pattern: den- Cross sections pri- Generally lighter Sort of 
corner of photo, so dritic or radial marily U-shaped than F6 and a lumpy with 
difficult to describe All small tributaries, Gradients medium to bit lighter than a very 

Appears to be spurs primarily third order low F3; comparable slight 
off a ridge, and a Low to medium Cross sections of med- to C23 roughness 
low area density ium width and depth 

Slopes medium to low A couple of small 
Relief medium to low lakes with slightly 
No lineations indented but smooth 
Ridgelines quite short, shorelines 

trend NS 
\C Low to moderate resis-

"" tance to erosion 
No orientation at all 

F8 Small area, higher in Very little drainage; Cross sections hard Light: lighter Two hills 
elevation than sur- no real pattern to see (sparse and than Fl, F2, rough and 
rounds ~ainly third order shallow) but appear and Gl; most uneven; 

V-shaped, but low, tributaries U-shaped similar to E third one 
blunt-ended ridges, Low density Gradients medium units; culti- agricultur-
one of which has 'fwo small lakes, Cross sections narrow vated hill al, smooth 
breaks in slope on one wet, one dry; to medium in width slightly mot- and fine 
sides wet lake has smooth tied 

Relief low to medium rounded shorelines 
Slopes medium 'fributaries short and 
Ridges quite short curved but not 

and distinct branched 
Longer ridgelines 

slightly curved, short 
ones straight; trend 
NtoNE 

Lineations medium to 
low density, short and 



UNIT LAND FORM 

medium length; main 
trend NNE, but also 
NNW 

Moderate resistance to 
erosion; but high for 
area 

Hills oriented, but 
doesn't look struc· 
tural or material: 
glacial? 

GI Many long, narrow, 
low ridges; usually 
blunt at one end 
and more pointed 
at the other 

Groups of side-by· 
side hills look like 
they're en echelon 
to other groups 

Ridgelines very long 
in comparison to 
width and height 

Ridge cross sections 
are symmetrical 

Relief low to medium 
Slopes low to medium 
Lineations low density, 

primarily N-trending; 
also NW, WNW, ENE, 
and NE; mainly med-
ium length 

TABLE B3. Photo mapping
1
unit descriptions for the detailed 

1: 120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 
(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Dendritic, but elongate Cross sections generally 
to the north U-shaped but flat-

Up to the fourth order bottomed 
tributaries Gradients low 

Low or medium to Cross sections rel· 
low density atively shallow, 

Many lakes of vary· about equal in 
ing size and some width and depth 
spots; lakes have 
smooth shorelines 

Tributaries branched, 
short, and straight; 
on long end of short 

: 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Medium and Very 
slightly mot· smooth 
tled in fields and fine in 

Bright cultivated 
areas; even 
elsewhere 



G2 

Ridgelines vary 
greatly in length, gen
erally curved, some 
branched, some peaks; 
general northerly trend 

Low-lying area of long, 
narrow, cigar-shaped 
hills, very similar 
to G 1, but most of 
the ridges are inter
connected and are 
smaller and lower 
in elevation 

Most of the hills are 
less marked than in 
G 1; same basic cross 
section, but slightly 
more rounded 

Lineations low den
sity, trend gener
ally N, also ENE, 
WNW, NW and NE; 
medium to long 

Ridgelines trend 
generally N and NNW, 
fairly long; much 
branching, many 
peaks 

Slopes low or low 
to medium 

Relief low to medium 
Low resistance to 

erosion 
Glacial orientation 

Same pattern as G 1, 
except a few more, 
slightly denser small 
tributaries; elongate 
dendritic 

Up to fourth order 
tributaries 

Low or medium to 
low density 

A few small lakes, 
wet and dry, gen
erally elongate to 
N; a few spots; 
lakes have smooth 
shorelines 

Tributaries branched, 
short, and curved 

Larger streams have 
U-shaped, flat-bot
tomed cross sections, 
but many of the 
small streams have 
V-shaped cross section 

Low gradients 
U-shaped cross sections 

are much wider than 
they are deep; V
shaped, although 
shallow, are deeper 
than they are wide 

Comparable to 
Gl 

Same as Gl 



UNIT LAND FORM 

G3 Low-lying, hummocky 
terrain; a few cigar-
shaped ridges, but 
mainly low rises and 
shallow depressions 
that are roundish 
or oval 

Low relief 
Slopes medium to 

low - Ridgelines very low 
0 
0 density, generally 

trend NNE; fairly 
short, curved 

Lineation density 
extremely low; 
lowest of all; ENE, 
NE,NNW 

Very low resistance 
to erosion 

No orientation at all 

T AnLE 83. Photo mapping unit descriptions for the detailed 
1: 120,000 scale West Point area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
.PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Drainage very difficult Cross sections U-
to see and follow shaped and flat-

Dendritic, no struc- bottomed; also 
tural control narrow, V-shaped 

Fourth order tri- Gradients very low 
butanes common; Where discernable, 
may also be fifth V-shaped cross sec-
order tions quite deep 

Low density and very narrow; 
Very few very small U-shaped are so 

lakes, larger ones broad as to be dif-
have smooth shore- ficult to define 
lines 

Very little branching 
Tributaries range from 

straight to curved to 
slightly wiggly; some 
parallel 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Medium, but Fine and 
very bright; smooth in 
more so than cultivated 
Gland G2 areas; fine 

elsewhere 



FIGURE B6. Detailed 1: 120,000 scale photo mapping units of the West Point, New 
York, area. See table 5 for legend. 
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FIGURE B7a. 
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Photo mapping units in l?arts of the Peekskill and Popolopen Lake quadrangles. Unit Al was pre
dicted to be gneiss or schist; A2, gneiss; A3, gneiss or schtst; A4, ~eiss or schist; AS, none; A6, 
gneiss; A7, schist; A8, gneiss or schist; All, serpentine; Al2, gneiss or schist; Al3, gneiss; Al4, 
gneiss; AlS, gneiss; Al6, none; Cl, none; C2, none; C3, none; C4, schist; CS, none; C6, none; 
C7, none; CS, schist; C9, gneiss; Cto, schist; Cll, serpentine, schist or gneiss; C24, slate; and 
G \, schist. 'l' refers to terraces along the Hudson River. 
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FIGURE B7b. 
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Geologic map of parts of the Peekskill and Popolopen Lake quadrangles, adapted from Dodd (1965) 
and Ratcliffe anq Helenek (in preparation). Gn 1 is a quartz plagioclase gneiss; gn 2, hornblende 
granite ~eiss; ~1 3, biotite gneiss; gn 4, granite gneiss; am, amphibolite; al, alaskite; sc, schist; 
gr, gramte; cs, c~lcsilicate rock; m, marble; mi, mafic intrusive rocks; d, diorite; p, phyllite; and 
q, quartzite. The dotted pattern indicates bedrock is unknown. 
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FIGURE B8a. 

AS 8 

Photo mapping units in parts of the 
Cornwall and West Point quadrang
les. Unit A4 was predicted to be 
gneiss or schist; A6, gneiss; A 7, 
schist; A8, gneiss or schist; A9, Q 
gneiss; AlO, gneiss; A21, schist; 
and G3, schist. T refers toter- I 
races along the Hudson River. 
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FIGURE B8b. 
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, .. 
.... 

Geologic map of parts of the Cornwall 
and West Point quadrangles, adapted 
from Helenek (1970) and Helenek 
and Mose (1976). Gn 1 is a quartz 
plagioclase gneiss; gn 2, hornblende 
granite gneiss; gr, granite; al, alaskite; 
and am, amphibolite. The dotted 
pattern indicates bedrock is unknown. 
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FIGURE B9a. 

1 2 
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Photo mapping units in the Oscawana Lake quadrangle. Unit B2 was 
predicted to be none; B3, none; B4, none; BS, none; B6, none; B7, 
gneiss; C2, none; C7, none; CS, schist; C9, gneiss; Cl 1, serpentine, 
schist or gneiss; Cl2, none or gneiss; C16, slate; C17, gneiss; ClS, 
none; C19, gneiss;. C20, gneiss; C22, schis~; C23, schist; Dl, sch!st; 
D2, slate; E4, schist; ES, none; E6, gneiss; E7, none; ES, gneiss; 
E9, none; EIO, none; F2, none; F3, schist; FS, gneiss or schist; Gt, 
gneiss; G2, schist, gneiss or serpentine. 
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FIGURE B9b. 

1 2 
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Geologic map of the Oscawana Lake quadrangle, adapted from Rat
cliffe (USGS unpublished data). Unit gn 1 is a quartz plagioclase 
gneiss; gn 3, biotite gneiss; gn 4, granite gneiss; gn 5, hornblende 
diorite gneiss; gn 6, hornblende granite gneiss; q, quartzite; pg, peg
matite dikes; am, amphibolite; sch, schist; m, marble; mi, mafic 
instrusive rocks; solid black areas, mafic igneous dikes. 
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FIGURE B toa. Photo mapping units in part of the Mohegan Lake quadrangle. Unit 
CS was predicted to be none; C6, none; C7, none; C8, schist; ClO, 
schist; EI, gneiss; E2, schist; E3, schist; E4, schist; ES, none; F2, 
none; F8, gneiss or schist; G 1, schist; and G 2, schist, gneiss or ser
pentine. 
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FIGURE BlOb. Geologic map of part of the Mohegan Lake quadrangle, adapted from 
Ratcliffe (USGS unpublished data). Unit gn 3 is a biotite gneiss; gn 4, 
granite gneiss; gn 6, hornblende granite gneiss; am, amphibolite; p, 

1 2 phyllite; sch, schist; m, marble; q, quartzite; mi, mafic intrusive 
I km rocks; and pg, pegmatite dikes. The solid black areas arc mafic igneous 

dikes. 
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FIGURE B 11. Index ma1> showing the locations of the geologic <1uadrangle maps 
in relation to the I: 120,000 scale air photos (center photo). 
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TABLE B4. Detailed Descriptions of the Rock Units Comprising the Photo Mapping Units of the Detailed 1: 120,000 
Scale Photo Analysis of the West Point, New York, Area. 

er. er. 
"a) 

er. "-' c "-' "-' er. ~ 
C,j a.> "a) "a) "-' a.> "a) a.> "a) -a.> "O c c c "O c a.> a.> 
er. cc.:i 0 0 - a.> -
= 0 ~o 

C) = - ·= ·- ~ C) P- - ~ ·- a.> 
C) ~ .N a.> 

N (.) 
,.Q .!: - C) -a.i C) 

.... - C) 0 a.> 

t:: .E ·= - .c- .::: - ·- :E - ·~.:ii: .-::= = ~ - .. x C) 

Cc ·- --·- =- .l!l .. c s= ·;: ,.Q -- .. - 0 =Oil o~ - .. 0 .. = (,) (,) 5b <ll ,.Q ·;: 
= .s: E .::: ;>.. = = .s: .. 

:I= .. o._ = :I - .... 0 
(,) .:::: = ... .. a.> ::! = ;>.. 

O'S: :co 0 CQ :co -<i: r.ll c.. :::; O' uci:: 0 c.. 0 0 c.. z 

Al + x x 

A2 + x x 

A3 x + x x x 

A4 x + + 

AS + x x 

A6 + + 

A7 + x 

A8 + + 

A9 x + 

AlO + 

All + 

Al2 x + 

Al3 + 

+ = Major Component; x = Some Present; = Minor Amounts Present 



TABLE B4. Detailed Descriptions of the Rock Units Comprising the Photo Mapping Units of the Detailed I: 120,000 
Scale Photo Analysis of the West Point, New York, Area. (Continued) 

"' "' ·e:; 
"' "' c 
"' "' "' "' u CJ·~ ·e:; .:a "' ~ CJ CJ·e:; 
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Al4 + x 

AlS x + 

Al6 + 

A.21 x x + 

B.2 + 

B3 + 

B4 + 

BS + x 

B6 + 

B7 + 

Cl + 

C2 + + 

C3 + x 

+ = '.\!ajar Cop1ponent: x = Some Present; = Minor Amounts Present 
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TABLE B4. Detailed Descriptidns of the Rock Units Comprising the Photo Mapping Units of the Detailed 1: 120,000 
Scale Photo Analysis of the West Point, New York, Area. (Continued) 

"'-i'i5 .c:i 
rll rll = rll rll rr:. rll 
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C4 + x x 

cs + + 

C6 + 

C7 + 

C8 + 

C9 + x x 

ClO + 

Cl l + 

Cl.2 + 

C13 + 

C16 + x 

Cl 7 x x x + 

C18 + 

+ = Major Component: x = Some Present; Minor Amounts Present 



TABLE B4. Detailed Descriptions of the Rock Units Comprising the Photo Mapping Units of the Detailed 1: 120,000 
Scale Photo Analysis of the West Point, New York, Area. (Continued) 

~ ·a:; 
"-' "-' = "' "-' "-' ~ 0 CJ·a:; ·a:; .:a C) ·a:; CJ 
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Cl9 + + + 
CI9 + + 
C20 + 

C22 + 

C23 + 

C24 + x 
w 

DI + + 

D2 + + + 

El + x + x 

E2 + x 

E3 + + 

E4 + 

ES + 

E6 + x 

+ = Major Component; x = Some Present; = Minor Amounts Present 
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TABLE 84. Detailed Descnptions of the Rock Units Comprising the Photo Mapping Units of the Detailed 1: 120,000 
Scale Photo Analysis of the West Point, New York, Area. (Continued) 
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E7 + 

E8 + -· 
E9 + x 

EIO ~-

F2 + 
F3 + 
F8 + 
GI + x x x 

G2 + 
G3 + + 

x = Some Present; - = Minor Amounts Present 
Note: 

+ = Major Component; 
Adapted from Dodd, 1965; Helenek, 
Ratcliffe, USGS Unpublished Data. 

1970; Helenek and Mose, 1976; Ratcliffe and Helenek, in preparation; and 



FIGURE B 12. Photo mapping units in the West Point area, I :35,000 scale photo 
analysis. unit 1 was predicted to be schist; unit 2, none; unit 3, slate 
or schist; unit 4, gneiss; unit 5, schist; and unit 6, gneiss. 
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FIGURE B 13. Geologic map of the West Point, New York, area, 1 :35,000 scale photo 
analysis, adapted from Ratcliffe (USGS unpublished data). Unit gngr 
is gneiss and granite; gn 1, quartz plagioclase gneiss; gn 2, hornblende 
granite gneiss; gn 3, granite gneiss; gn 4, hornblende diorite gneiss; 
gn 5, biotite gneiss; a, amphibolite; s, schist; ga, gabbro; dotted pat
tern, pegmatite dikes; solid pattern, mafic dikes. 
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FIGURE B 14. Map showing the faults on the center photo of the 1 :35,000 scale 
stereotriplet of the West Point, New York, area, adapted from Rat
cliffe (USGS unpublished data). 
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UNIT LAND FORM 

l Sharp-crested, narrdw, 
single ridges with 
straight crests 

Trend NNE and NE 
Some shallow saddles 

between low peaks--
very slight flatiron 
appearance in some 
areas, particularly 
in B 

Suggestion of lay-

- ering or banding -00 Moderate to steep 
slopes 

Relief moderate to 
high 

Dip appears to be 
toward SSE 

Slopes are smooth 
and even, with no 
breaks, except pos-
sibly in C (edge of 
photo) 

2 Single, straight-crested 
ridges with rounded 
crests 

Relief moderate 
Slopes moderate 
May be some outcrop 

in B 
Cannot discern dip: 

may be NW in B 

TABLE BS. Photo mapping unit descriptions for 1 :35 ,000 scale 
West Point, New York, area photo analysis 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Parallel Main streams have 
First and second flat-bottomed cross 

order streams only; sections and straight 
almost no branching sides -- asymetrical with 

First order streams steep side on NW 
very long and Tributary cross sec-
straight; second tions shallow and 
order all of simi- obscured by trees 
lar, medium length Gradients of main 

Low density streams very low; 
No apparent struc- those of tributar-

tural control ies, moderate to 
steep 

Little to no drainage Cross sections ob-
with no discernable scured by trees 
pattern: streams Gradients moderate 
either parallel bor-
ders or flow out of 
area 

Second order tribu-
taries, some branch-
ing, particularly along 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Wooded; light Smooth and 
outcrop even 

Tree cover Can't deter-
slightly darker mine 
than surrounds 



and E in A border 
NE trends Low density 
Moderately resis-

tant to erosion 

3 Ridge/hill complexes Very linear trellis, Low gradients along Medium in clear- Very fine 
with multiple ridges-- elongate NE/SW trend, moderate to ed areas with and 
linearity, NNE tre11d First and second steep perpendicular some mottling; smooth in 

Discontinuous, steep- order tributaries to trend obscured by cleared 
sided, little peaks branching but very V- to U-shaped cross trees elsewhere areas 
that are on line; little sections: perpen-
like an arete, but Low to moderate dicular streams have 
saddles elongated 11nd density V'er shaped cross 
peaks attenuated Highest concentration sections; main streams 

Faint banding visib\e of dry lake beds have box-shaped 
on some slopes: may (D.C.B.); contains all cross sections 
only be vegetatioq medium-sized lakes 
alignment on photos 

Very steep slopes, 
particularly in D 

'° Relief within unit 
moderate to high 

4 Small, conical hills Modified dendritic: Gradients low to Obscured by Can't deter-
and a few broad, some structural moderate trees mine 
very short ridges control Cross sections gen-

Moderate slopes Some third order erally obscured, 
Moderate to low relief tributaries but look deep 
Hills knobbish witt1 Wiggly streams in A, 

broad crests: no straight in B and C 
linearity in units, Large lakes 
but general trend Moderate density, but 
is NE highest in area 



... 
N 
0 

UNIT 

5 

6 

LAND FORM 

Stream valley - ends 
abruptly at northhn 
end, extends south 
off photos 

Valley is flat-bottomed 
with a flat terrace! 

Swampy 
No relief 
No discernable slope 

Very broad ridge V1rith 
peaks and saddles: 
ridgelines curve 
back on each othler 
(horseshoe shapell?) 

Ridge asymmetrical --
dip to NW 

Steep slopes 
Distinctly knobby 
Peaks round or oval 

in plan view 
Moderate to high 

relief 

TABLE BS. Photo mapping unit descriptions for 1 :35 ,000 scale 
West Point, New York, area photo analysis 

(Continued) 

DRAINAGE 

CROSS SECTION 
PLAN AND GRADIENT 

Parallel -· very wiggly Gradient very low 
main stream with Channel cross sec· 
unbranched first tion a wide, shal· 
order tributaries low box with ver-

Tributaries enter at tical sides 
90° angle 

Moderate density -
second to 6 

Several small lakes 
in floodplain 

Dendritic V-shaped perpendi-
Primarily second cular to ridge, 

order tributaries shallow and open 

I 
but occasionally saucer-shaped (?) 
third order parallel to ridge 

Some headwaters Moderate to steep 
sort of pincer- gradients 
shaped 

Streams relatively 
straight 

Low to moderate 
density 

No lakes 
Little structural 

control 

PHOTO PHOTO 
TONE TEXTURE 

Light to med- Coarse, but 
ium and mot- smooth 
tied 

Obscured by Can't deter-
trees mine 



Complex geologic structure and diverse lithologies probably account for most of 
the problems encountered in the three West Point photo analyses. Many of the numerous 
faults in the area form lithologic boundaries, but there are also many faults that do not. 
In addition, a fault may be a lithologic boundary along only part of its length. Such 
factors tended to cause confusion during photo analysis, because the faults are often 
more prominent on the photos than are the lithologic contacts that are not associated 
with faults. 

Furthermore, many of the rocks in the study area do not exhibit what might be 
considered reasonable photo patterns for that rock type. The hornblende granite gneiss 
(gn 2 at both scales), for instance, could be expected to exhibit broad-crested ridges 
and/or rounded, knobby hills; instead, it forms the only sharp-crested, continuous, 
narrow ridge on the 1 :35,000 scale photos. The expected landform characteristics for 
this rock type have been obscured by structural and possibly glacial activity. This is 
also true for the drainage patterns in the area (tables Bl and B3). One would expect 
most of the drainage patterns to be dendritic, of moderate density, evenly spaced, and 
similar to the characteristic drainage pattern for granitic rocks, but very few of the 
photo mapping units exhibit dendritic drainage patterns. 

The large number of rock types in the area (22), the irregular pattern of their dis
tribution, and the small areas of exposure caused severe problems during the 1: 120,000 
scale photo analysis. The generalized analysis was extremely oversimplified in terms of 
actual rock type distribution, and even the more detailed analysis failed to discriminate 
between rock types consistently, e.g. a small area of schist might be included with am
phibolite in one case, and in another it might be combined with gneiss. The patterns of 
the boundaries on figure B6, however, do bear marked similarity to contacts on the 
geologic maps. Examples include the schists and phyllites in the southeast and the marble 
units extending northeast from the Hudson River and those in the southeast corner of the 
photo. 

The larger scale 1 :35,000 photo analysis was in many ways more successful than 
the 1: 120,000 scale analysis. Major structures were more easily identified, for instance, 
and distinctions between faults that form lithologic contacts and those that do not were 
made. Discrimination of variations in lithology were also more accurate, although the 
accuracy of the predicted rock names is comparable to that achieved- ii1 tlie r: i10;000 
scale analysis. 

In general, both rock type discrimination and rock type identification were more 
accurate in the detailed photo analysis, in lower grade rocks, at larger photo scales where 
structural and lithologic complexities could be more easily observed, and where structural 
complexites were minimal. In addition, predictions of rock type were more often correct 
where rocks were of sedimentary, rather than igneous, origin. 
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